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ABSTRACT

This research focuses on multiculturalism and multicultural education from a Chinese

perspective.

It aims at promoting understanding of minority education in China, through the use of

the Canadian conception of multiculturalism and multicultural education, as an

important step toward improving China's minority education. This study examines

minority education in the Yunnan Province of China by addressing three areas:

funding, programs, and outcomes for minority people. By looking into these areas, the

study seeks to asceftain whether the policies and practices in Yun¡an province are

consistent with the principles embedded in Canadian multiculturalism.

The data interpretation and analysis in this research suggest that efforts to pursue

multicultural education in Canada are echoed by govemment efforts in the area of

minority education in China. Multicultural education in Canada and minority

education in China have the same goal in seeking equality, cultural retention, and

cultural accommodation in education.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Introduction

National policies of multiculturalism address issues of diversity in societyr and

generally serve to articulate a commitment to an ideal of equality, unity, and cultural

retention among people (Canada, 1988). The prime goal of multiculturalism is to educate

all peoples to tolerate, respect, appreciate and support each other and to promote equality,

unity and cultural retention among people in this culturally diverse world. The thesis will

examine multiculturalism and multicultural education in both Western and Chinese

literature, and then examine minority education in the Yunnan province of China with the

perspective of multiculturalism.

Like other multicultural nations worldwide, the People's Republic of China is a

highly diverse but united multi-ethnic state, with 56 ethnic minority groups. The Chinese

government has always held that all people in China have rights to enjoy their own

cultures, practice their own traditions, and use their own languages. Since 1949, the

government has passed various laws, regulations, and policies to reinforce equality, unity,

and mutual assistance among all ethnic groups in the country. In this sense, China has the

same goal as other countries, particularly Canada, with respect to multiculturalism. The

principles of equality, unity, and mutual assistance have guided all policies of the

country. China has been a country \ryith an orientation toward multiculturalism.

I W. W. Isajiw states the following statistics ftom the llorld Factbook: "Out ofa total of I89 nation-states
listed in official sources, each of I50 such states has four or more ethnic groups within its boundaries, 29
list three ethnic groups, I list nvo ethnic groups, and only 2 nation-states list only one group" ( Isajiw, W.
W., 1999, p. I I ).



It is both the diversity and the unity of China that make a study of policies on

minorities in the country interesting and valuable for itself and for other multicultural

countries. This study will examine minority education in the Yunnan Province of China

by focusing on th¡ee areas: funding, programs, and outcomes for minority people. This

examination will be based on perspectives drawn from multiculturalism and multicultural

education in Canada. It is hoped that these Canadian perspectives will contribute to a

further understanding of China's own minority education and see how well the Chinese

govemment seeks to fulfill the message of equality, cultural retention, and mutual

assistance via minority education for minority groups. Conversely, Canadians might find

new ways to improve their own multicultural education since all educational praxis

profits from interchange of ideas, models, and experience. It is also hoped that varying

perspectives will possibly provide new ideas to advance Chinese minority education.

Background: Yunnan Province and the People's Republic of China

China is a united multi-eth¡ic country. It has 56 ethnic groups identified and

confirmed by the Chinese govemment after the establishment of the country in 1949. The

majority ofthe Chinese population belongs to the Han ethnic group. It accounts for 91.02

percent of China's total population of over 1,143,330,000, according to the Fourth

National Population Census of 1990. China's other 55 ethnic groups are customarily

referred to as the ethnic minority groups. Each of these individual groups is united by

common territory, a common language, a common economy, and psychology manifested

in a common culture (He, Gui and Zhao, 1998, p 42). Ethnic minority people bom in the

minority area retain that minority identity. Their children are considered to belong to the

minority group even if they are bom elsewhere in China. The 55 minority groups only



represent 8 percent ofChina's total population numerically, but the minority autonomous

regions where they live occupy 64 per cent of China's total tenitory (lrlational

Educational Department & National Minority Department, 1992, p. 1). The minority

tenitory is around the border ofChina in places like Tibet, Yunnan and Xinjiang.

Figure 1.1 : People's Republic of China (P.R.C.) Showing the Location of Yunnan

Figure 1.2: Yuman Showing the Bordering Countries

- V'ETNAM



Since Yun¡an has tkee intemational borders (with Myanmar, Laos and Vietnam),

there are many minority groups with territory in the province. In addition, the border

areas are mostly mountainous and remote, so that minority cultures have been able to

develop in isolation from the main population.

In relation to the total population of China, the size of these minority populations

is not large in number, but they are different in many ways from each other. They speak

nearly 80 different languages and use over 30 different writing systems. They believe in

different religions: Buddhism, Islam, Ch¡istianity, Taoism, and various other religions.

They have inherited different traditions, values, and cultures. In fact, China has a long

5000-year history, and for much of that history it has been a diverse, but united, multi-

ethnic country. In 221 Common Era (CE), the country was established by Emperor

Qinshihuang. It \ryas the first time that all peoples from different cultures in the vast land

were united. The ancient Chinese govemment recognized the diversity of cultures and

peoples in the country and had the foresight to maintain it (Minority Ethnic Groups,

2002). The tradition of keeping different ethnic groups and cultures in the country

continues till today. In fact, this diversity among minority groups enriches China and

makes it more colourful.

Yunnan is one of the largest multicultural provinces in China, located in the

southwest part of the country. Among the 56 ethnic groups of China, 25 are found in

Yunnan. The total population of Yunnan was 42.88 million in 2001, of which more than

one-third (14 million) are ethnic minorities. Each ethnic group has at least 8,000 people.

Table i. 1 shows the population of different minority groups in Yunnan Provinc e in 1997 .

They range from the mountain people of the Tibetan plateau, to a matriarchal Mosuo



group, They are found in enclaves around the province and occupy over 70%o of

Yunnan's total territory of about 394 thousand square kilometres. Figure 1.3 shows the

location of different minority groups. They do not have to stay in their minority areas,

and some have moved into cities, like the provincial capital Kunming. However, their

cultural differences mean that they prefer to live in what they see as their traditional

tenitory. They speak twenty-six different languages and have different lifestyles and

enjoy the freedom ofdifferent religious beliefs.

Since the establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949, the Chinese

government has paid great attention to the development of the minority ethnic groups.

The Constitution of the People's Republic of China in 1982, the Law of the People's

Republic of China on Regional National Autonomy in 1984, and other policies

concerning ethnic minorities have been issued in succession.

Table I . 1 The Population of Minority Groups in Yunnan Provinc e in 1997

Han 26339000 64.34%
Yi 4284000 lO.46Yo
Bai I428000 3.49Yo

Hani 1314000 3.21%
Dai 1096000 2.68Y.

Zhuane 1076000 2.63%
Miao 93500C) 2..2.ó"/o

Lisu 591000 t.44%
Hui 580000 1.42%
Lahu 417000 1.02Vo

Wa 365000 0.89%
Naxi 289000 0.71%
Yao 182000 0A4%

Jinsbo t24200 0.30%
Tibetan t9600 0.29%
Bulang 86300 0.21o/o

Buyi 38000 0.09Yo

Achang 3 1600 0.08%
Pumi 31 100 0.08%



Nu 26600 0.06%
Jinuo 18000 0.04%
Deang 17000 0.04%

Mongol 14000 0.03%
Shui 9000 0.02%

Manchu 8000 0.U2"/o

Dulong 6000 0.01%



years of education among seven special minority groups with small populations in

Yunnan province is 5.3 years, representing 69.9%o of the normal educational rate in the

whole country, or 84.3%ó of the province's normal educational rate. Illiteracy rates

account for 21.4%, l0 percent higher than the provincial average" (Yunnan Provincial

Minority Committee, 2004, p.2). Most of these people live in remote and rural regions of

minority areas in Yun¡an province. Some of them cannot take advantage of educational

opportunities, not even under the minority education policy that encourages them to do

so. With regard to Chinese education, the constitution of China guarantees citizens ofthe

People's Republic of China the duty as well as the right to receive education

(Constitution, 1982). In 1986, the People's Republic of China adopted the Law on

Compulsory Education. It stipulates nine years of compulsory education, of which six

years is primary education and three years is secondary education for all children in

China, (Department of Policy Research and Legal System Education of National

Education Ministry, 2002) Thus, theoretically, there is an equal education policy for

every child in the country; however, mere opportunity in education is not succeeding for

some minority children.

Multiculturalism, multicultural education, and minority education

There are similarities between multiculturalism and minority education because

the notion of multiculturalism, like minority education, includes the intent to address the

problems of inequality and injustice, to prevent discrimination against different groups of

people, to share the equality of rights, and to promote unity among diverse groups,

notwithstanding their cultural differences.



Scott (2001) describes multiculturalism as "another ideology that impacts and

helps to define multicultural education. It is, in essence, based on the values ofequality of

status and full participation of all citizens" (p. 66). Linked to multicuituralism

multicultural education embodies the ideal of equality, unity, and cultural retention, so

that to develop multicultural education is to promote multiculturalism and work for social

justice and peace. How, then, shall we define multicultural education in this study? In

fact, there are many definitions of multicultural education in the literature. Magsino

(1989) offers six different conceptions of multicultural education, which he calls

"multicultural education as education for an emergent society, multicultural education as

education of the culturally different, multicultural education as education for cultural

understanding, multicultural education as education for cultural accommodation,

multicultural education as education for cultural preservation, and multicultural education

as education for multicultural adaptation" (Magsino, 1989, p. 55).

Under this concept, multicultural education promotes national unity and social

harmony, strengthens equal power, recognizes cultural dignity, and fosters citizens who

will be successful in their future. The Chinese govemment allows minority students to

retain their cultural and linguistic identity as they receive education in state schools

because the government holds the belief that plurality is important in Chinese society.

Magsino's typology will help in the understanding of Chinese minority education,

specifically the minority education policies and approaches in Yunnan province, and wilt

also allow for an examination of differences between Canadian and Chinese views.

Needless to say, other definitions or conceptions of multicultural education have

been proposed. Parkay, Stanford, and Gougeon (1996) conceive ,,multicultural



education... [as] committed to the goal of providing all students - regardless of

socioeconomic status, gender, social orientation, or ethnic, racial, or cultural backgrounds

- with equal opportunities to leam in school" (p. 151). This definition adds to the

understanding of the diverse students' experience. Banks and Banks (1997) stress that

"multicultural education, which involves transforming the schools in ways that promote

educational equality and justice for all groups, can play an important role in helping the

nation's schools -- and the larger society -- to promote national unity" (p. xiii), thus

agreeing with one of Magsino's multicultural principles, that of promoting equality and

encouraging success across cultural differences. Becker (1979), quoted in Banks (1994))

makes clear that "the goal of multicultural education is related to an important goal of

global education, [that] is, to help students to develop cross-cultural competency in

cultures beyond our national boundaries and the insights and understandings needed to

understand how all peoples living on the earth have highly interconnected fates" (p. 17).

This idea links to Magsino's view that multiculturalism promotes cultural sharing and

mutual respect, which will enable people to work cross-culturally, beyond the national to

the intemational sphere.

The Chinese idea about multiculturalism and multicultural education grew out of

the ideology that China is a united multi-ethnic country. Equality, unity, mutual help and

common prosperity are the basic principles of the Chinese govemment in handling the

relations between ethnic groups. They were also from the westem ideal for human

dignity, equality, and freedom (Parker, 1991) and consequently they address equality,

unity, and cultural retention among all people, However, this ideal is also based on the

Chinese philosophy from Confucian thought that the door ofeducation should open to all



(Li & Pan, 2001, p. 3). Confucius (551-479 B.C.) held the ideal that education should

serve everyone from different backgrounds. The Chinese developed these Confucian

ideals based on the teaching of Chairman Mao Zhedong from the 1930s. The Chinese

government provides minority education to its 55 minority ethnic groups with the

principle of equality, unity, mutual aid and common prosperity among all ethnic groups

in China. China's minority education seeks to promote educational equality and to share

common development and flourishing of all groups within the whole nation (He, Gui, &

Zhao, 1998). Thus, different peoples arrived at similar conclusions about the need for

multicultural education in the pursuit of equality and freedom.

Research Context and Research Questions

In China, equality and unity among ethnic groups are basic principles and form

the core of national policies affecting cultural minorities. The Constitution of the

People's Republic of China stipulates: "All ethnic groups in the People's Republic of

China are equal. The state protects the lawful rights and interests of the ethnic minorities

and upholds and develops a relationship of equality, unity and mutual assistance among

all of China's ethnic groups. Discrimination against and oppression of any ethnic groups

is prohibited" (A Selection of Laws and Regulations on Ethnic Policies of the People's

Republic of China, 1997). Under the law the Chinese government has adopted special

policies and measures to guarantee equal rights among all ethnic groups and to develop

minority education.

There is a state educational policy referring to nine years of compulsory schooling

throughout the whole country. However, if we examine Yunnan province and the

education of the ethnic minority students living there, we will find that there are still



substantial educational disadvantages at the basic level for minority students in some

minority areas because some of them did not have equal opportunities to finish their

compulsory schooling as provided. Therefore, the implementation of this policy might be

questioned. If we look into it further, we might find many different reasons for this.

Minority students usually live in remote mountain regions where school access and

school quality cannot be guaranteed. In some minority areas, there is only one teacher for

a whole school. Another reason might be religious beliefs. For example, some of Dai

boys in Xishuangbanna Autonomous Prefectures in Yunnan are sent to monasteries to

leam the Dai language and Buddhist scriptures, instead of going to public schools. They

would therefore receive a very limited type of schooling. There might be other reasons as

well. Because of flourishing tourism in minority areas in recent years, some minority

people, who hope their children will help them earn money from tourists, do not allow

their children to go to school. For example, some Mosuo parents in Yunnan keep their

children at home for this reason. Do minority educational policies work to counteract this

practice in Yunnan province in China? As we know, the link between policy and

implementation is always a contentious issue.

Minority education in Yunnan includes two systems, the formal and the informal.

Formal education refers to school education, which deliberately hansmits knowledge and

skills to minority students, and also empowers students with the Party's policy on

national equality and unity to enhance the unity ofthe whole (Ge, 1998, p. 340). Minority

students in Yunnan need formal education to teach them to read, wite, and count. Formal

education provides minority students the chance to leam Han Chinese, to understand

different cultures, and to participate fi.rlly in society. The informal system is a traditional

ll



education of minority groups including family education, community education, and

religious education.

The purpose of this study is to focus only on examining the development of

formal education for minority groups in Yunnan province. The study examines the degree

to which the Chinese goverrunent pays attention to minority education in Yunnan

province, the degree to which the minority educational policies are implemented, and the

degree to which minority students benefit from minority education.

The focus of this study is minority education in Yuman province in China.

However, the multicultural situation of Canada, and specifically multicultural education

in one province - Manitoba, is also examined. There is a Chinese saying "A fine example

has boundless power". The author believes that understanding Canadian multiculturalism

and multicultural education would help in understanding minority education in China.

The reason might be that Canada was the first Westem country to formally establish a

national policy of multiculturalism and thus it has provided a model of multiculturalism

for other countries in the world to emulate. The second reason might be that the author is

studying in a Canadian university in the province of Manitoba now, which offers

convenient opportunities for her to find information on multiculturalism and multicultural

education. Also, professors Romulo Magsino and Jon Young, with whom she is working,

are experts on multiculturalism and multicultural education in Canada, and they can help

her to further understand the Canadian perspective. Thus the model of Canadian

multiculturalism and multicultural education is valuable in this study in order to guide

thinking about minority education in Yunnan province, although the Chinese model

cannot follow this Canadian example exactly because ofdifferences in context,

t2



Focusing on educational funding, programs, and school outcomes for minority

students, this study will take a close look at minority educational policies and the actual

situation with regard to Yun¡an's ethnic minority education at different levels. It will

specifically determine whether minority education policies embody the multicultural

principles of equality, mutual respect through cultural sharing, and cultural retention, and

whether minority educational policies meet the needs of minority students in Yunnan

province in China in accordance with the requirements of "raising minority groups' levels

of understanding of science and other forms of knowledge, promoting economic

development in minority areas and advancing society, and strengthening unity of

minority groups in order to maintain the stability of minority areas and uphold state

unity" ( State Council, 2002). More concretely, the study will address the following

questions:

A. How are educational funds allocated and invested in Yunnan Province to promote

minority education there?

B. What programs have been initiated by the govemment of Yunnan province to

foster minority education?

C. What outcomes demonstrate that govemment efforts to pursue minority education

are succeeding?

Methodology

This study will employ qualitative inquiry in an attempt to address the research

questions raised above. I agree with Ball (2003): "Qualitative researchers are interested in

insight, discovery, and interpretation" (p. 6). It is this qualitative research that will

13



provide enlightenment on issues affecting not only the future of minority culture students,

but also their communities.

This study is a case study of minority education in Yunnan Province in China, a

study of multiculturalism from a Chinese perspective. It is designed as a primarily

qualitative enquiry. The author believes qualitative enquiry to be best suited to provide

insight into how minority education in Yunnan province constructs its reality to promote

equality, unity, and cultural retention among minority students. In their book on

educational research, Gay and Airasian (2003) state: "Qualitative research is

exceptionally suited for exploration, for beginning to understand a group or

phenomenon.... Qualitative, interpretive research is useful for describing and answering

questions about participants and contexts.... Qualitative research also is useful for

exploring complex research areas about which little is known" (p. 163). In particular, Gay

and Airasian argue that qualitative research relies more on "verbal, qualitative,

interpretative descriptions... rather than on numerical, statistical, quantitative

descriptions" (p. 163). This is particularly useful in an analysis of multicultural education

in Yunnan province because the statistical data only tells part of the story.

As noted earlier, this study aims at promoting understanding of minority

education in Yunnan province of China from the perspectives of multiculturalism and

multicultural education as an important step toward improving China's minority

education. In order to understand minority education clearly, relevant official documents

from the Chinese Govemment will have to be examined, including the following:

A¡ticles in the Constitution of the People's Republic of China Conceming Ethnic

Minority Education, Articles Conceming Ethnic Minority Education in the Law of the



People's Republic of China on Regional National Autonomy, Articles Conceming Ethnic

Minority Education in the Compulsory Education Law of The People's Republic of

China; and Articles Conceming Ethnic Minority Education in the Education Law of The

People's Republic of China, as well regulations and policies emanating from these laws

from different levels of the government conceming minority education.

For example, Article 36 in the Law of the People's Republic of China on

Regional National Autonomy adopted in 1984 concems minority education: "ln

accordance with the state's educational policies and in line with the stipulations of the

law, the organs of self-govemment in areas of national self-govemment decide on the

educational plans as well as the facilities, educational systems, forms of operation,

teaching content, languages used for teaching, and student recruitment methods for

schools of various levels and categories in their own areas" (Yunnan Minority Affairs

Committee, 1999,p.  Q.

This study examines mainly the data collected from these official documents and

other relevant documents conceming minority education policies and their

implementation in three areas of funding, programs, and school outcomes. Relevant

official documents from the different levels of government will be analyzed, e.g., the

decision of the State Council about making further reforms and expediting the

development of minority education; the suggestions on the issues of strengthening

minority education; constructive suggestions on economic development and overcoming

poverty among the seven special minority groups in Yunnan with populations under 100

thousand; laws and policies on ethnic minorities and information on Yunnan mino¡ity

groups, among others. A selection of research studies in these three areas will be



aîalyzed, such as a case study on bilingual education among the Yi ethnic group by Teng

(2000) and a book discussing the views, developments, and practices related to Chinese

minority education (Sun, 1999). These and similar studies, publications, and a number of

related written records will be examined and analysed to see whether minority education

policies and their implementation in the specifred areas satisfy the requirements of

equality. Then, a similar discussion related to unity and cultural retention will follow.

The main technique used in this research is document analysis. The official and

non-official documents are examined in this study. The following tabie examines the

Chinese government sources of information used in the study.

Table 1.2: Chinese Government Sources:
(Department of Policy Research and Legal System Education of National Education
Ministry. (2002).. Beijing. Educational Science Press. Yunnan Minority Affairs
Committee. (1999). (Laws and Policies on Ethnic Minorities and Information on Yunnan
Minority Groups). Yun¡an. Yunnan Minority Press.)

Level of Govemment ritle of Publication

Central Govemment Policies The Constitution ofthe People's Republic
ofChina (1982).

The Law ofthe People's Republic ofChina
on Regional National Autonomy (1984).

The Education Law ofthe People's
Republic of China (1995).

The Compulsory Education Laws ofthe
People's Republic of China (1986).

The State Education Commission and the
State (1992). Opinions conceming a

number of issues Related to Strengthening
the work of Ethnic Education.

General Office of the State Education
Commission ( 1992). Opinions on



Strengthening Ethnic Minority Education
work in Areas of Scattered and Mixed
Ethnic Communities.

State Council (2002).The Decision ofthe
State Council about Making Further
Reform and Expediting Development of
Minority Education.

General Office ofthe State Education
Commission (1996). The Ten Opinions on
Further Strengthening the Educational
Work to Female Students in Poverty-
striking and Minority Areas.

Circular ofthe State Council on Policies
and Measures Pertaining to the
Development of the Westem Region
t2000t

Yuman Govemment Policies The Yunnan provincial Measures to
Implement the Compulsory education law

Luo Jiafu. 2004.Adopt special Policy and
Measure to Make Effort to Fulfil Rapid
Development of Minority Education

Communist Party of China (CPC) of
Yunnan Committee & The government of
Yunnan. (2002). Program of Action on
Promoting Basic Education in Yun¡an.

Yunnan Provincial Minority Committee
(2004). Constructive Suggestions on
Economic Development and Overcoming
Poverty among the Seven Special Minority
Groups in Yunnan with Populations Less
Than 100 Thousand.

Local Govemment Policies Yunnan Educational Committee (2003).
The Summary Report on Bilingual
Education in 2003

The first documents examined are official central Chinese govemment

documents. The Chinese Central Govemment is responsible for directing and ensuring

17



the implementation of national policy in a similar way to the Canadian situation. These

statements and articles conceming ethnic minority education in the Constitution, the Law

of the People's Republic of China on Regional National Autonomy, the Education Law,

and the Compulsory Education Law are examined. These documents are issued by the

Chinese Central Government and they are to guarantee the educational rights of all

minority students. Other official documents, such as the State Council's Decision on

Improving Reforms to Develop Rapidly Minority Education and Opinions Conceming a

Number of Issues Related to Strengthening the Work of Ethnic Education by the State

Education Commission and the State Ethnic Affairs Committee are also examined.

Contents covered by this study are the minority educational policies on funding, language

issues, the teacher training program, boarding schools, and the aim of minority education.

The next material to be examined are the official documents on minority

education issued by the Govemment of Yunnan Province because education is a

provincial responsibility in China as it is in Canada. It is the provincial govemment in

both countries that is responsible for interpreting and implementing national guidelines

and policies. However, the Chinese central govemment gives minority groups in

Autonomous Regions freedom to choose how the cuniculum will be delivered. Thus,

the official documents ofYunnan province which detail this information provide the most

important source for the study. These official provincial documents include "A Number

of Stipulations of Yunnan Province to Cany out the Law of the People's Republic of

China on Regional National Autonomy" by the Govemment of Yunnan Province; the

Collection ofall Official Documents and Exchange Materials on the Fifth Conference on

Yunnan Minority Education, and the 2003 Summary Report about Bilingual Education

18



made by the Minority Educational Section of the Educational Committee of Yunnan

Province. The minority educational policies on funding, language issues, the teacher

training program, boarding schools, and the aim of minority education in Yunnan

province are the main points to concentrate on.

A third body of documents examined is the non-official documents produced in

relation to minority education. Those relevant research, books, written records, and

publications on minority education both in China and in Yunnan province, such as a case

study on bilingual education among the Yi ethnic group by Dr. Teng Xin (2000), a book

discussing the views, developments, and practices related to Chinese minority education

by Sun Ruoqiong (1999), the Golden Key to Wisdom: Yunnan Minority Education by

Luo Hailin (2000), and the Course of Minority Theory by He, Gui &. Zhao (1998) arc

reviewed. The focus of this examination is the minority educational policies and their

implementation in the three specific areas of funding, programs, and outcomes for

minority students in Yunnan province.

Interpretation and Analysis of the Data

Gay and Airasian describe qualitative data analysis as "based on induction; the

researcher constructs pattems that emerge from the data and makes sense of them" (2003,

p.229). This author has organized initial data on the perspectives of how these minority

educational policies are implemented in Yunnan province. The data interpretation and

analysis will present to what extent the Chinese goverrìment pays attention to minority

education, to what extent the minority education is committed to equality, unity, and

cultural retention among minority students, and to what extent the minority students
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benefit ffom minority education. The interpretation and analysis ofdata gives the reader a

sense ofwhat minority education in Yunnan province is like.

Two pattems emerge from this data. Firstly, both policy and its implementation

are designed to promote equality for students from many different backgrounds so that

they are able to compete with the majority Han population forjobs and higher education.

They also foster unity by educating both minority and majority students about each other,

and encourage minority students to retain key elements of their diverse cultures.

Secondly, the Chinese govemment pays a lot of attention to minority education both in

money spent and in various support programs for students and teachers.

Gay and Airasian explain that "qualitative research approaches are rooted in the

disciplines of sociology, anthropology, psychology, and history. . .. Qualitative disciplines

strive to capture the human meanings of social life as it is lived, experienced, and

understood by the research participants" (2003, p. 163). This qualitative study is intended

to provide a picture of multicultural or minority education as it is implemented by

govemment and as it impacts on the education of the minority peoples in Yunnan

province. This enquiry hopes to provide an opportunity to observe a research context that

is little known outside Yurman. It also provides an opportunity to know and to understand

minority education in Yunnan province by using both written and verbal reports on the

educational models used there. It is an attempt to describe how the Chinese govemment

makes great efforts to strengthen minority education both in China and in Yunnan and

how a multicultural approach to education enriches Yunnan's minority student life while

respecting thei¡ differences.
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The process of data collection, interpretation and analysis in specific areas in

minority education in Yunnan province will be discussed in the following chapter.

Finally, the study will analyse and discuss the importance of minority education

policies and their implementation in Yunnan province. The research questions raised

earlier should be answered in the discussion.

Significance of the study

The purpose ofthis study is to examine and interpret Chinese minority education

policies and their implementation, specifically focusing on three areas: funding,

programs, and outcomes for minority students in Yunnan Province of China. The study

will also observe and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of China's minority

education based on the perspective of multicultural education with its principles of

equality, unity, and cultural retention. The study hopes to inform Chinese colleagues and

educators and encourage them further to understand minority education, feel interested

and join it, do more research, and improve minority education in China, specifically in

Yunnan province. I also hope that, as a result of this study, I can devote myself to

minority education more effectively in Yuman province.

This study will present a clear picture of minority educational programs and

approaches, such as bilingual education, boarding schools, and others, established in the

autonomous minority areas in Yunnan province under the minority educational policies

of the Chinese government. The aim is to discover the extent to which the policies are

pursued and to ascefain the fulfilment of the goals of minority education, which is

intended to "raise minority groups' levels of understanding of science and other forms of

knowledge, promote economic development in minority areas, advance society, and



strengthen unity of minority groups in order to maintain the stability of minority areas

and uphold state unity" (State Council, 2002).

This study intends to collect facts regarding minority education in Yunnan in

order to determine the extent to which the Chinese govemment pays attention to minority

education in China and whether it regards minority education as an important part of

national education,

This study will offer Chinese minority educators some perspectives on

multicultural education in Canada. Understanding multicultural educational policies may

increase Chinese educators' understanding of minority education in Yurnan as well as in

China as a whole and will, therefore, empower Chinese educators in their efforts to

practice minority education effectively,

Enhancing minority educators' thinking by discussing multicultural education in

Canada and other countries and minority education in China may be expected to improve

education for cultural minority students. They will be encouraged to rethink schooling,

the curriculum, and the value of minority education, in order to change their attitudes

toward diverse cultures, to open their minds, to accept different students' cultures, to

tolerate their differences, to develop in their students positive attitudes toward

participating in minority education, and to help them set and realize positive life goals.

Moreover, the knowledge arising from this study may enable them work bette¡ as policy

implementers and help them bring about some changes to or improvements in minority

education in Yunnan as well as in China. Consequently, minority students will feel

equality in the classrooms, function actively, become effective in their diverse school

environments, and develop both academic skills and positive attitudes about themselves
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and about the value of minority education. It is hoped that they will benefit from minority

education and become successful citizens in the future.

At the same time, this study will promote understanding of Chinese minority

education by Canadian and other educators. Such understanding will help expand their

knowledge about China and the Chinese. It may also be expected to extend Canadian

educators' vision of multiculturalism and multicultural education. Realization that

multiculturalism and multicultural education are practiced in the largest country in the

world may be reassuring for other educators.

Limitations

No doubt more could be done in detail to discuss, analyse, and interpret different

aspects of minority educational policies and their implementation in China. More could

be done in detail to study, think about, and understand multicultural educational policies

in Canada and other countries. However, in one study, a full account of educational

policies and practices could not be presented completely. Both minority education in

China and multicultural education in Canada and other countries are large topics. I

propose to study only the principles of equality, unity, and cultural retention in minority

education as they are implemented in the areas of funding, school programs, and

outcomes. Moreover, the discussion on minority education policies and implementation is

limited only to Yunnan Province in China.

Furthermore, attempts to discuss of multicultural education in Canada as

comparative background are limited because of the cultural background, knowledge

limitations, and language barriers on the part of the researcher. There might be some

misunderstanding of the Canadian situation on my part that goes un¡oticed because of
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cultural blind spots. In addition, minority education might not be presented objectiveiy by

this researcher due to my Chinese cultural background. As a Chinese person, no doubt

my perspectives would be influenced by my education and experiences in my country.

However, I aim to be as transparent as possible in elaborating on some aspects of

minority educational policies and implementation in China, as well as in examining some

aspects of minority education in Canada.

This study aims to present my analysis of documented views on multicultural

education in Canada, and on minority education in China. I am fully aware of the fact that

my personal experiences and cultural preconceptions might bias my views. However, in

this study, there is no intention to criticise any education in the countries studied or the

ethnic groups that are examined,

Definitions

For the sake of clarity, the terms used in this study are defined as follows:

"Multicultural education", following Magsino's lead, is that education intended to

implement the policy of multiculturalism in schools.

"Minority education" means the education implemented among the ethnic

minority groups in multi-ethnic states. In China, it refers to "the education... specifically

implemented among minority groups, excluding Han, the majority ethnic group in China"

(Chinese Encyclopedìa, 1986).

"Minority policies" means policies goveming the minority groups in China,

which are stipulated by the Chinese govemment.
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"Minority groups" refers to China's 55 minority ethnic groups each "united by

coÍrmon tenitory, cofirmon languages, coÍrmon economy, and psychology manifested in

a common culture" (He, Gui, & Zhao, 1998,p 42).

"Regional Autonomy" involves the possession of certain rights granted to

minority groups by the Chinese government. "The minority people shall exercise

autonomous rights, be masters in their own areas and administer the internal affairs of

their ethnic group.... Regional autonomous areas enjoy extensive self-govemment rights

beyond those held by other state organs at the same level. These include enacting

regulations on autonomy and special regulations corresponding to local political,

economic and cultural conditions, having independent control of the local revenue, and

independently ananging and managing construction, education, science, culture, public

health and other local undertakings" (Ministry ofForeign Affairs ofPeople's Republic of

China,2000).

Overview

This thesis consists of four chapters. In Chapter one, I introduce the study by

looking at the definitions of multiculturalism and multicultural education, as clarified by

scholars in Canada and the United States. I also examine minority education in China and

assume that the notions of multiculturalism and multicultural education are important in

examining minority education in China. I will employ qualitative inquiry in an attempt to

resolve the research questions raised in this study. I examine, elaborate on, and explain

some relevant official Chinese Govemment documents that are used in the study. Some

research as well as some other books and publications on minority education in China



will be studied. A number of related w¡itten records on minority education policies by

Chinese scholars will be examined.

In Chapter two, I conduct a review of the literature that guided this study. Some

concepts related to multiculturalism, multicultural education, and minority education will

form the conceptual framework of this study. I examine the definitions of multicultural

education to determine what multicultural education does, what the purpose of

multicultural education is, and how people implement multicultural education. The

literature on minority education in China is examined as well. Minority education in

China is not quite the same as multicultural education in Canada, but the idea of equality

of access is surely common to both. Analysis of multicultural education in Canada and

minority education in China will hopefully reveal interesting similarities and differences

in their respective approaches to the education of minority students.

Chapter three examines the implementation of minority education in Yunnan

province. I focus firstly on examining the implementation of the Chinese minority

educational policy with regard to funding of minority education in Yunnan province,

because funding provides one indication of how the Chinese govemment actually values

and supports minority education there. Secondly, I describe minority educational

programs, providing another factual basis for determining how minority educational

policies are implemented in Yunnan province. Finally, the outcomes for minority

students are examined to see whether students are encouraged and equipped to participate

fully in their society under the guidance of minority education policies in China.

In Chapter four, I conclude the study by summarizing the previous chapters and

discussing the important results. Implications ofthe findings for both minority education



policies and implementation are discussed. In particular, the issue discussed is how

minority education can become more effective with the help of an understanding of the

Canadian multicultural education perspective. Minority education can develop a more

positive environment for minority students, increase positive attitudes in students,

provide more equal opportunities for minority students in education, and help them to

benefit from it. Finally, the chapter concludes with the view that minority education in

China can be complemented by principles of Canadian multicultural education and some

new ideas.



CHAPTER TWO: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATUR-E

Introduction

The purpose of this study, as noted in chapter one, is to examine minority

education in the Yunnan province of China, focusing on funding, programs, and

outcomes for minority students from the perspective of multiculturalism. This chapter

informs this focus in three ways, It examines Canadian policy initiatives in

multiculturalism and multicultural education over the last three decades. It also explores

the way westem scholars have developed the concept of "multicultural education" with

particular attention to the work of Romulo Magsino. Finally, it examines the Chinese

ideology of multiculturalism and minority education.

This literature review focuses on Canadian policies of multiculturalism and

multicultural education for two reasons. First, Canada was the first Westem country to

formally establish a national policy of multiculturalism that has provided a model for

other countries to emulate, and second, Canada is the country where the author is

studying and as such provides the most readily available body of relevant literature and

expertise.

Multiculturalism and Multicultural Education

Every human being has the equal right to live and enjoy life in this diverse society

and has special characteristics which should be respected, appreciated, and supported.

Multiculturalism with its notion of equality, unity, and cultural retention enhances this

perspective of human rights.

Canada is known intemationally for its commitment to multiculturalism. It was

the first country in the world to adopt multiculturalism as an official policy. "The term
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"multiculturalism" came into common use in Canada in 1971 when the then Prime

Minister, Pierre Trudeau, stated the policy of "multiculturalism within a bilingual

framework". Following the report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and

Biculturalism, the Federal Government established English and French as Canada,s two

official languages (Official Languages Act, 1969) and at the same time, adopted a policy

of multiculturalism (Brummet, & Fisher, 1986, p. 3). In 1971, the federal government of

Canada formalised the federal multiculturalism policy within a bilingual framework. This

idea of a bilingual framework was further developed in the Canadian Charter of Rights

and Freedoms (1982), which contains a number of provisions conceming the official

languages. The policy, announced by the Prime Minister, states: "Multiculturalism means

the recognition that Canada is made-up many ethno-cultural groups. The govemment and

the people of Canada believe that in a country, which is so culturally, ethnically, and

racially diverse, the policies of the govemment must reflect this reality, in order to meet

the needs and expectations of our diverse population" (Multicultural Center, 2003, p.1).

This policy, based on understanding and appreciating individual, cultural, and racial

differences, advocates that everyone in Canada should have equal rights to enjoy life and

seeks to eliminate discrimination and racial prejudice on the basis of individual, cultural,

and racial differences. The aim of this policy focused on four areas:

First, resources permitting, the govemment will seek to assist all Canadian
cultural groups that have demonstrated a desire and effort to continue to
develop a capacity to grow and contribute to Canada, and a clear need fo¡
assistance, the small and weak groups no less than the strong and highly
organized.

Second, the govemment will assist members of all cultural groups to
overcome cultural barriers to Lrll participation in Canadian society.



Third, the govemment will promote creative encounters and interchange
among all Canadian cultural groups in the interest ofnational unity.

Fourth, the govemment will continue to assist immigrants to acquire at
least one of Canada's official languages in order to become full
participants in Canadian society (Hansard, House of Commons, Debates,
1979,p.8546).

In this sense, multiculturalism ensures that all cultural groups in Canada can keep

their identities and have a sense of belonging; encourages racial and ethnic harmony and

unity; increases cross-cultural understanding; and assists full participants in Canadian

society. Thus, the policy explicitly and officially signalled its intent to avoid the

imposition of the majority culture upon the minority groups, as well as its intent to

promote the integration of cultural minorities into the different aspects of life - political,

economic, and social - in Canada. The idea of a "cultural mosaic - unique parts fitting

together into a unified whole" is different flom an earlier policy to assimilate immigrants

(Centre for Canadian Studies, 2003). It clarifies that all Canadians have a cultural

background that forms the essence of Canada's cultural diversity: its multiculturalism

(Standing Committee on Multiculturalism, 1987, p. 19).

The Canadian govemment's commitment to multiculturalism was demonstrated

further when it included Section 27 in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which was

officially adopted in 1982. This provision states that the Charter "shall be interpreted in a

manner consistent with the preservation and enhancement ofthe multicultural heritage of

Canadians" (Charter, p.3). In 1988, the Canadian Multiculturalism Act was passed into

law and this became the first formal legislative vehicle for Canada's multicultural policy.

The basic principles of this policy are a commitment to social, economic, cultural, and

political equality for all Canadians and the elimination of discrimination based on race,
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national or ethno-cultural origin, colour, or religion. All Canadians, regardless of their

diversity, are encouraged to integate into the society to contribute to the social, cultural,

economic, and political development of the country.

In order to implement its multicultural policy, the federal govemment has funded

multicultural programs, The proposed allocation of the federal government for

multiculturalism in I 971 was $ 1 .59 million. However, as the years go by, the federal

governrnent keeps supporting multiculturalism with funding. For example, "Estimated

funding for 1986-87 is $18.7 million and is reduced to $17.8 million in the 1987-88

Estimates" (Standing Committee on Multiculturalism, 1987, p. 24).

The federal goverrunent encourages and supports all kinds of multicultural

programs. In 1987 , a Special Committee reviewed the implementation of

multiculturalism in recognition of visible minorities in Canada. It recommended creating

a Ministry of Multiculturalism. It also published a report to affirm some best

multicultural programs and made some suggestions to improve some others. On

multicultural education, it suggested:

¡ The Secretary of State should encourage the provincial govemmehts to
urge their various schools to develop and implement a race relations
policy.

r The Canadian Council for Multicultural and Intercultural Education
should examine the hidden cuniculum in order to ensure that no group
is denied a sense ofbelonging and equality ofopportunity.

r The Canadian Council for Multicultural and Intercultural Education
should promote respect for the observance of various national days and
holy days of the cultures represented in the school population.

¡ Boa¡ds of Education should introduce a home-school liaison offrcers'
program to assist the integration of students and parents into Canadian
society.
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The Canadian School Trustees Association should encourage all
Canadian school boards to develop multilateral leadership program for
their students.

The proposed Ministry of Multiculturalism should launch a major
educational campaign on the best methods for responding to racial
harassment in school and communities throughout Canada.

The proposed Ministry of Multiculturalism should support research on
assessment procedures which are used to place students in
occupational and academic streams in schools

The proposed Ministry of Multiculturalism should encourage the
establishment of an inter-provincial co-ordination committee to
evaluate the legitimacy of teaching and resource materials for the
purpose of determining the possible existence of cultural or racial bias.

The proposed Ministry of Multiculturalism should promote the
development and use of teaching and resource materials for the
facilitation of more positive attitudes toward visible minorities within
the Canadian school system.

The proposed Ministry of Multiculturalism should encourage the
development of teacher education programs.

Government and school boards should introduce affìrmative action
programs to increase the number of visible minorities in teaching and
administration.

¡ The proposed Ministry of Multiculturalism should provide further
funding for research and development of:

Minimum standards for working in early childhood education
Multicultural teaching materials for use in training programs
Cuniculum materials that would positively influence attitudes
and values during the period ofearly childhood education.

o The proposed Ministry of Multiculturalism should support post-
secondary institutions that increase the participation of visible
minorities in their programs (Special Committee on Visible Minorities
in Canadian Society, 1984, pp. 117-133).

Multiculturalism is recognized by all Canadians now, but it has come through

more than one phase. Fleras and Elliott (1992, cited in Scott, 2001) name three separate

phases. The first they call "the incipient period þre-1971)," a time when people were
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slowly moving towards accepting the ideas. This is followed by "the formative period

(1971-1985)" when the focus was on equality and eliminating discrimination in jobs,

homes and schools. Their last phase is "lhe expansionist phase (1985-present)" when the

emphasis is on keeping heritage and culture by encouraging awareness of other cultures

and understanding ofdifferences with support at the federal level (pp. aa-aÐ.

Provincial Policy in Manitoba

In Canada, education is a provincial responsibility, although the federal

govemment has responsibility for the education ofspecific groups, such as the Aboriginal

groups, the children ofthose in the military service, and those in the penitentiaries (Levin

and Young, 2002, p. 51). Thus, the Multiculturalism Policy within a Bilingual

Framework has largely been implemented by the federal government within its own

federal departments and agencies, rather than in the area of education. In the past,

however, it promoted the federal policy by encouraging and providing financial

assistance to provincial governments in implementing the policy in education through the

offering of heritage language instruction.

Fortunately, provincial governments have adopted their own provincial legislation

or policies on multiculturalism. In light of the federal multicultural policy, Manitoba has

responded actively and positively. Manitoba Education and Training increased

multicultural activities in the education system. In May 1984, Manitoba Education

recommended multiculturalism in the school curriculum and encouraged all school

boards to adopt their o*'n version ofthe provincial policy (Manitoba Education, 1986, p.

1). Multiculturalism and multicultural education have been greeted in education vvith

great enthusiasm.



On May 15, 1990, the Govemment of Manitoba released its Policy for a

Multicultural Society. Three fundamental principles of the policy were articulated as

pride, equality, and partnership. The policy states that:

o The cultural diversity of Manitoba is a strength and a source of pride to Manitobans.

. Manitobans, regardless ofculture, religion or racial background, have a right to equal

access to opportunity, to participation in all aspects ofthe life ofthe community and

to respect for their cultural values.

r The opportunities of the multicultural society will be best realised through

pafnerships within communities and with govemment.

(Manitoba's Policy for A Multicultural Society, 1990, pp. 5-7)

This multicultural policy supported a commitment that all citizens can keep their

identities, can take pride their ancestry in the cultural diversity of Manitoba society; can

have equality of opportunity of that society, and can be in partnership to achieve the

multicultural ideal. The policy reflects the aims of the fede¡al Multiculturalism and

extends it to those aspects of life in Manitoba.

Under multiculturalism, the educational system in Manitoba intends to meet the

needs of all diverse students. It establishes school curricula with content for all diverse

students in order "to prepare all students for life in a multicultural society" (ibid. p. 1).In

this way, all students are encouraged to recognize their own identity, cultures, and

heritage and to be aware of, understand, appreciate, and tespect other cultures; thus, all

are empowered to fully participate in their diverse society. Manitoba Education and

Training initiates some multicultural programs to implement the policy, such as effective
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language programs, cultural awareness programs, heritage language study and so forth.

The objectives ofthese multicultural programs are to:

¡ develop in students a sense of confidence and self-esteem as Canadians
with pride in their cultural heritage;

r foster in each student the value of human dignity, inespective of race,
colour, gender, language, cultural heritage, religion, ethnicity, physical
capabilities or intellectual potential:

r give all students an equal opportunity to achieve proficiency in at least
one ofthe offrcial languages;

. encourage the provision of oppotunities for heritage language sfudy;

o develop in students a sense ofpersonal and cultural identity by providing
opportunities to study cultural and linguistic heritages;

o provide opportrinities for all students to become aware of, understand
and appreciate the cultural diversity of Manitoba and Canada;

. ensure that the history and contemporary life of various cultures are
accurately reflected and portrayed in the overall curriculum of the public
schools;

o enable students to understand the interdependence of all ethno-cultural
groups;

o develop integrated and interdisciplinary curricula that promote cultural
and intercultural understanding;

¡ develop partnerships with ethno-cultural groups through communication,
cooperation and consultation to ensure their participation in the
educational system;

o foster the development ofan educational system which reflects the needs
and aspirations of all members of society (Manitoba Education and
Training, 1992, pp. 1 -3).

.Manitoba Education and Training has provided assistance to enhance the

implementation of multicultural programs in Manitoba. It offers professional resources of

multicultural education through all cunicula, professional training on multicultural
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education for in-service teachers and administrators, and programs for official languages

learning. It also celebrates the special multicultural events and provides Aboriginal

language instruction in schools. It suggests that educators monitor and evaluate

instructional materials on multicultural education, the criteria for ensuring equality of

opportunity for personnel, and so forth (iåld p.3).

Furthermore, Manitoba Education and Training encourages its school divisions to

develop their own multicultural education policies and implementation strategies. School

divisions are encouraged to develop and provide in-service programs for teachers and

administrators in order to ensure multiculturalism a\ryareness among all divisional

personnel, to equip them with skills to handle incidents of discrimination, and to inform

them about multicultural materials within Manitoba. School divisions are also

encouraged to hire diverse ethnic people in schools (ibid. pp.l-3).In addition, Manitoba

Education and Training encourages its ethno-cultural communities to develop

partnerships with schools in multicultural education, including heritage language or

English as Second Language (ESL) leaming, and to sponsor community-based

multicultural education programs.

Under the guidance of Manitoba Education and Training, Winnipeg School

Division No. 1, the largest school board in the province, has developed four policies to

commit the division to multicultural education within these recent decades. ln 1988, the

policy for multiculturalism was enhanced to accept, respect, and appreciate all students

and staff with diverse backgrounds in order to attain greater unity. In 1991, the policy þr
racial/ethnic incidents was adopted to combat racial discrimination and eliminate racial

bias among students and staff. The policy for employment equity (1996) sought to provide



equal opportunities ofjobs for all people with different origin. The policy for Aboriginal

educatìon (1996) tried to address the needs of Aboriginal students. Aboriginal cultures

and language as well as English were all in the school curriculum for those students.

They recognized the significant Aboriginal population within the division (Scott, 2001,

pp.54-55). All these policies and programs have improved the development of

multicultural education in Manitoba.

Western Conceptualizations of Multiculturalism and Multicultural Education

Multiculturalism and multicultural education have been discussed and debated,

widely in Canada and the United States. Fentey Scott, Romulo Magsino, James Banks,

Christine Sleeter and Carl Grant, and many others have dealt with these issues, and I

explore some oftheir ideas.

According to Scott (2001), Canada's multicultural education is "education

designed to accommodate diversity of culture, include all students, and encourage

harmonious relationships among groups while promoting the dignity of the individual"

þ.63). He explains that three elements, ideology, culture, and policy, make up

multicultural education. The ideology, he suggests, is connected with beliefs, principles,

and myths. In defining multicultural education, distinctions between the ideology of

assimilation, integration, segregation, and multiculturalism are often included. With

regard to ideology, different ideologies produce different multicultural educational

systems. For example, under the assimilationist ideology, the cur¡iculum materials would

focus on a common culture to the exclusion of minority cultures which are assumed to be

less civilized. Multiculturalism ideology, however, is based on the value of equality and



full participation in the society, and so it has a curriculum that encourages retention of

minority cultures.

Based on the three basic components of multicultural education, Scott (2001)

defines multicultural education as "a process for managing cultural diversity through a set

ofpolicies guided by the ideology of multiculturalism and aimed at bringing about social

harmony through acknowledging and supporting all cultures. It is multipurpose and seeks

to provide students with a broad perspective on society. It is about all people, and about

respect for human dignity regardless of race, class, culture, language, or gender, It

operates on the principle that all students should have equal opportunity to leam and have

access to programs based on education equality" (ibid. p. 71). This ideology is well suited

to the Chinese ideals because all minority people in China are encouraged to keep their

cultural identity while accessing education. They intend to retain their culture but also

participate in the mainstream Han culture.

According to Scott (2001), "there are many definitions or conceptions of

multicultural education, ranging Íìom the straightforward to the complex." Following his

study of multicultural education, Magsino (1989) suggests similarly that there are in

essence six different conceptions of multicultu¡al education in the literature:

r Multicultural education as education for an emergent society, where
the purpose is to eliminate cultural diversity by encouraging a unified,
amalgamated society and citizenry;

o Multicultural education as education of the culturally different, where
the purpose is to equalize educational opportunities for culturally
different students, particularly by encouraging leaming and academic
success;
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. Multicultural education as education for cultural understanding, where
the purpose is to encourage understanding and to foster social harmony
in a culturally diverse, nondiscriminating society;

¡ Multicultural education as education for cultural accommodation,
where the purpose is to promote equality in society through the
development ofequal power and dignity among all cultural groups and
to encourage success at school and eventually in society through the
realization of the strength and dignity ofone's cultural group;

. Multicultural education as education for cultural preservation, where
the purpose is to help ethnic groups to protect themselves from cultural
inroads and to maintain their unique identities.

o Multicultural education as education for multicultural adaptation,
where the purpose is to teach people to work in two or more cultures
within their society (Magsino, 1989, p. 55).

Multiculturalism is a policy intended to enumerate principles of action and to

serve as the basis for action implementation. Clearly, multiculturalism falls within the

realm of human intentions which themselves not only need justification, but also

implementation. Magsino's viewpoint encapsulates both the elements of justification and

implementation. This is obvious in the following model of Magsino (1989): Table 2:1.

This schematic model shows a comprehensive conceptual perspective that ties the

policy of multiculturalism and multicultural education together. In this model Magsino

asserts that the Canadian policy of multiculturalism within a bilingual framework,

announced by former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau in the House of Commons on

October 8, 1971, was motivated by the Canadian society's need to attain unity. The

principles Trudeau aspired to, for Magsino, could hardly be disputed, insofar as they can

be fully justified in a democratic society, such as Canada, which upholds equality,

teedom, respect for persons and their cultures, and consideration of individual and group

interests and well-being.
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Tab\e 2:12 Magsino's Conceptualization of Multiculturalism as a Societal and
Educational Policy

MULTICULTURALISM AS SOCIETAL AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY

PresuDÞosed Democratic Values
o Respect for persons and their cultures

¡ Considerationofindividual and groupinterests/well-being
o Freedom
. Equality

J
Policy's Purpose

Unity - achieved through provision for
. Equal participation in society
¡ Retention and development ofcultural identity
¡ Mutual understanding and respect through clitoral

sharing and interaction
J

Proqrammatic Strategies

Assist all ethnocultural groups to continue to develop a capacity to grow and
contribute to Canada

Assist members of all ethnocultural groups to overcome cultural barriers to full
participation in Canadian society
Promote creative encounters and inte¡change among all Canadians
Assist immigrants to acquire at least one of Canada's official languages for full
participation in Canadian society

J
Imnlementation in Various Government Institutions

(for example)
Business/Industry Health Education Politics Culture/Recreation

J
Multicultural Education as Education for Cultural Accommodations

Components

Regular educational offerings, resources, activities, etc.
Multicultural cunicular and co-cunicular experiences (such as):
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a

a

o

a

a

a

A. Cunicular
English as a Second Language
Multicultural components in regular subjects
Heritage language programs/courses

Heritage cultural studies

Use ofnon-English, non-French language as medium ofinstruction for some subjects
A¡ti-racism education

B. Co-curricular
Multicultural school papers

Multicultural festivals
Trips to heritage locations
Multicultural school and classroom decorations/posters
Multicultural days

Symposia on ethnic/race relations
Occasional ethnocultural presentations

3. Support System and Supportive Environment (through)
Staff development: pre-service preparation and in-service development of teachers,
administrators, support educational staff (e.g,, psychologists, counsellors), and non-
teaching personnel (e.g., secretaries, janitors) to promote culturally sensitive and
directed teaching, environment, and support system.

Allocation of resources for collection and development of multicultural material for
classroom and library use, for assistance on selection and use of multicultural
materials, and for evaluation of textbooks and cunicular/library materials to eliminate

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

and oreiudice 11989

Magsino's model incorporates the programmatic strategies identified by Trudeau

himself and, thereafter, elaborates on the kind of education that the policy demands. As

noted above, Magsino has identified a typology of various definitions or conceptions of

multicultural education in the literature (Magsino, 1989). Critiquing these definitions or

conceptions, Magsino has opted for the conception of multicultural education as

education for cultural accommodation. He describes multicultural education as one

which, on one hand, rejects assimilation, amalgamation, or separation, and accepts, on the

other hand, the integration of ethnocultural groups in a pluralistic society. Cultural
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accommodation presupposes the need for these groups to integrate within the larger

society, that is, to intemalise ways, abilities, skills, and dispositions that will enable them

to cope with the requirements of successful living in the host society. Thus, cultural

accommodation would expect immigrants in Canada, for example, to leam the English or

French language and to know and understand the institutions, ways, and values that

characterise the country. It would encourage the immigrant's interaction with the

mainstream society. Nonetheless, this conception would give support to efforts to retain

and develop minority cultures on the part of those who wish to do so, provided that

elements of such cultures do not violate basic and defensible principles and values

embedded in Canadian society. Thus, this conception sees accommodation being made

by the host society and its members, even as the minority communities adapt themselves

and integrate into their new environment (Magsino, 1989, pp. 67-68).

The kind of education that would satisfr this conception will have to provide not

only a revised, enriched curriculum, but also, among others, culturally sensitive and

effective administrators, teachers, and support personnel who would ensure adequate and

appropriate education for young people from ehtnocultural communities. The Chinese

bilingual education program attempts to meet these requirements for both students and

teachers.

Like Magsino, Banks in the United States suggests that multicultural educators

who write about the ideology of multiculturalism think that it should not only be for

minority students, but also for all people. Multicultural education advocates maintaining

the culture of minority students as well as making them full participants in society. Banks

(1994) asserts that: "Education within a pluralistic society should affirm and help



students understand their home and community cultures. However, it should also help

free them from their cultural boundaries. To create and maintain a civic community that

works for the common good, education in a democratic society should help students

acquire the knowledge, attitudes, and skills they will need to participate in civic action to

make society more equitable and just" þ. 1). His idea is about creating and maintaining a

civic community towards a common good, with minority students' not only

understanding their own cultures, but also going beyond that understanding, This idea

requires minority students to shape themselves to suit or join the existing common

society.

Banks also discusses how schools should offer an equal opportunity to students

from other cultures in order to "develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes they will need

to survive and function effectively in a future US society in which one out of every three

people will be a person of color" þ. 17). Multicultural education is for all students. All

students should understand, tolerâte, and accept diverse cultures to adjust the whole

society for common good.

He also describes an important goal of multicultural education which "is to

increase education equality for both gender groups, for students Íìom diverse ethnic and

cultural groups, and for exceptional students" (p.16). The Chinese system wants exactly

these opportunities for minority groups, who in the past only educated boys, not girls; as

well, special students were not educated in the past. Now there are special schools for

students with disabilities and both boys and girls are offered education.

Banks and Banks (1997) also stress that "multicultural education, which involves

transforming the schools in ways that promote educational equality and justice for all
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groups, can play an important role in helping the nation's schools -- and the larger society

-- to promote national unity" (p. xiii). This agrees with Magsino's multicultural principles

of promoting equality and encouraging success across cultural differences.

Sleeter and Grant (1988) have made an extensive review of literature on

multicultural education and defined five typologies of approaches to multicultural

education: Teaching the Exceptional and the Culturally Different, Human Relations,

Single-Group Studies, Multicultural Education, and Education that is Multicultural and

Social Reconstructionist.

The first approach they suggest, Teaching the Exceptional and the Culturally

Diffe¡ent, appeared in the 1960s, and sought to help students from diverse backgrounds

to fit more effectively and successfully into the mainstream society. However, this

approach taught existing cuniculum mostly with the value of the white, middle-class

educators' culture and the view that those diverse students were culturally deprived (pp.

29-67).

The second approach, Human Relations, also emerged in the 1960s. It stressed the

feelings in the classroom. "The goals of this approach are to promote positive feelings

among students and reduce stereotyping, thus promoting unity and tolerance in a society

composed of different people" (ibid. p. 75). However, this approach is too limited, even

though it seeks to challenge prejudice and stereotyping. It taught students from diverse

backgrounds to love, to respect, and to get along with each other, but, on a deeper level,

this policy alone could not solve or reduce social problems because it did not impact

society outside the school.



The third approach, Single-Group Studies, focused on single groups, like ethnic

studies, women's studies, or Asian studies. This approach also appeared in the same

period as the previous two approaches, but the aim of this view was to recognize the

oppression of some specific group, hope to reduce social stratification and raise the status

of the group, to mobilize social action, and to promote equality of the group. However,

the approach has limitations. It tends to promote cultural separatism and at the same time

prevent diverse students from success in the mainstream culnre (ibid. pp. 105- i 3 1).

The fourth approach, Multicultural Education, arose in the early 1970s. This

approach is related to race, language, culture, gender, handicaps, and so forth. This

approach seeks to reform the entire process of schooling for all children and to promote

equal opportunity in the school, cultural pluralism and altemative life-styles, respect for

those who differ, and support of power equality among groups (ibid. p. 153, p. 168).

However, some people think this approach is misdirected. It would not foster difference

in culture, language, or leaming style, if the society were good and just enough. Some

think this approach places too much stress on different groups rather than interpersonal

feelings. Other people think this approach does not pay equal attention to every specific

group. Others think this approach has some problems in implementation, for example,

dealing with the diversity of multiple forms at the same time as gender, race, or disability.

A secondary concem is with the requirement to re-educate the educators. And more, this

approach emphasizes cultural issues too much, and not enough on issues of social justice

(ibid. pp.164-168).

The fifth approach, Education that is Multicultural and Social Reconstructionist,

emerged the in 1970s and 1980s. "This approach extends the Multicultural Education
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approach into the realm of social action and focuses at least as much on challenging

social stratification as on celebrating human diversity and equal opportunity" (ibid. p.

28). Its goal is to prepare students to reconstruct society in order to promote equal

opportunity for all diverse groups. However, "this approach is visionary" (ibid. p. t76)

and its goal is hard to reach.

Based on their experiences, research, and long-standing study of multicultural

education, Sleeter and Grant favour this fifth approach. This approach is better because it

does not only address cultural pluralism and equality but also addresses social justice.

This approach involves preparing students to know society today and in the future;

encouraging students to take steps to eliminate poverty and political powerlessness and to

reconstruct the society; and equipping students to change society effectively.

Sleeter and Grant's ideas go further than other typologies because they are not

only interested in multicultural education, but also about social justice and changes in

society. The implementation of their approaches is not easy since it requires action from

more than one group. Society rarely changes through thought alone, but requires

deliberate political action to bring about change. Although education plays a role in a

changing society, it is ultimately govemment that decides policy.

Parker (1991, cited in Banks, 1994) insists: "Multicultural education itself is a

product of the West, It grew out of a struggle guided by Westem ideals for human

dignity, equality, and freedom" (p. 5). Similar thinking guides the ideology of the

People's Republic of China. The Chinese basis for these ideals is rooted in Confucian

thought that "In Education, there should be no class distinction" (Li, Zhiling & Pan Lili,

2001, p.55). Confucius advocated a long time ago that education should be available to



everyone no matter \ryhat kind of origin a person comes from, no matter what background

he has, and no matter whether he is poor or rich.

The above definitions and perspectives of multicultural education provide us with

a broad perspective as we discuss multiculturalism policy. These ideas can help to

develop the educators' view oftheir goals and objectives and can guide their practice in a

diverse society. Under multicultural education, school programs would be developed to

offer multicultural settings, in which all students with different cultural roots would be

able to have equal chances to obtain an education, to achieve academic success, and to

benefit from multicultural education. To address all these, there is a need for a

comprehensive view of multicultural education.

Additional Viervs

Other conceptions of multicultural education have to do with the teaching

environment and deal with educational practice, such as school reform, change of

curriculum, how and what to teach, and how and what to leam. Under multicuhuralism,

school reform could be expected to meet the needs of all students with diverse

backgrounds. Cunicula and programs could be initiated based on multicultural concepts

in order to facilitate all students' achieving the goal ofeducational equality. According to

Banks (1994), "one characteristic [of multicultural education] is to help students

understand the nation and the world from diverse ethnic and cultural perspectives. In the

multicultural classroom, students hear multiple voices and multiple perspectives. They

hear the voice of different eth¡ic and cultural goups, they hear the voice ofthe textbook,

the voice ofthe teacher, and the voice ofthose who have written and are literate" ( p. 82).
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These different voices combine to widen the student's view of the world and form an

important part of the educational process.

Hernandez (1989) defines multicultural education as "a vision of what education

can be, should be, and must be for all students" þ. 6). From this definition, he proceeds

to focus on three characteristics, describing multicultural education as being about

students, about teachers, and about significant educational change (p. 6). His interest is in

students' achievement and success. Multicultural education is important to students with

diverse backgrounds because it could help them acquire knowledge, values, and beliefs

and achieve success. Multicultural Education is important to teachers who are teaching in

diverse environments because it could help them to develop multicultural perspectives

and offer them a professional challenge to teaching in multicultural settings. Multicultural

education is important to all because it could help to transmit cultures, preserve heritages,

foster identities, and promote different cultural identities. Multicultural education is a

basic power to arm human beings to make changes and to improve their lives.

Educators and sociologists in the United States have perceptive and important

things to say about multiculturalism and multicultural education, but their views are

circumscribed within the American context where multiculturalism has been talked about

from many different points of view. A survey of the literature in the United States will

show that there is a profusion of conceptions or definitions, with no apparent possibility

of any one being declared more genuine or appropriate than any other. In large part, this

is because multiculturalism has not been officialty adopted as policy in that country. The

situation is different in Canada, where multiculturalism is a federal and provincial policy

embedded in official documents. Officially stated, these documents can be analyzed to



reveal the principles and guidelines involved in the policy. Magsino's viewpoint, as

stated above, is the result of such an analysis; it can serve as an appropriate basis for the

discussion of multiculturalism and multicultural education.

Opposing views

However, there have been some opposing views on multicultu¡al education too.

Multicultural education always encounters different challenges from educators and

researchers. Some people question the real meaning of multicultural education and doubt

the pursuit of multicultural education in schools. Schlesinger (1992) has expressed his

wony about the increasing recognition of cultural pluralism in society. Thus, in the

United States, he has raised concems about the influence of the factor of ethnicity in the

writing and teaching of history. The eth¡ic upsurge and other forms of ethnic assertion

have, in his mind, forced historians to look at old times in new ways, resulting in the

minimizing of Westem traditions. For him, this is disturbing because it departs from the

goals of public education. As he puts it, "The schools and colleges of the republic train

the citizens of the future. Our public schools in particular have been the great instrument

of assimilation and the great means of forming an American identity" (p.17). For him, the

"protection, strengthening, celebration and perpetuation of ethnic origins and identities"

would lead to "consequent increases in ethnic and racial conflict" (ibid.). Teaching

history and other subjects, therefore, should resist ethnic pressures. Multiculturalists have

a response to this negative view, however. According to Banks (1994), "school

knowledge should reflect the experiences of all of the nation's citizens and it should

empower all people to participate effectively in a democratic society. It should help to

empower all citizens and encourage them to participate in civic discourse and citizen
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action" (p. 24). Both knowledge and culture are powerful, but they cannot be separated

from each other.

Multicultural education seeks to promote unity. However, "some critics of

multicultural education argue that focusing on ethnic studies is divisive and causes more

tensions between races and ethnic groups" (Banks, 1994, p.89). Banks responds to this

with a different view. He says: "[Multicultural education] attempts to bring various

groups that have been on the margins of society to the centre of society. Rather than

divisive, it's inclusive... A lot of people are on the margins of society because of their

race, class, gender, or sexual orientation. Multicultural education is about bringing them

to the centre, making one nation from many people" (ibid, p.90). Accepting full

multiculturalism, according to Banks, would lead certain groups out of isolation from

within their cultural ghettos.

There is still some resistance that prevents multiculturalism from flourishing in

Canada. In his article "Multiculturalism Policy: A pluralist Ideal Re-visited," Magsino

(2000) discusses the situation of multiculturalism in Canada now. According to him, even

though the federal and some provincial governments have officially put the policy in

place, it has not been energetically implemented, or fully appreciated. One reason, he

said, is that "the policy's values and principles dimension have not been fully understood

and appreciated" (p. 1). It is the misunderstanding of multiculturalism that causes the

criticism of multiculturalism. Magsino critiques a few examples of these criticisms of

multiculturalism. The first is "egalitarian concems against the policy" þ. 1). Some think

if there is retention of cultural diversity, minority people are likely o retain values,

beliefs, and ways that are not consistent with what is expected in mainstream society,
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resulting in their failure to participate fully in different aspects of life in the country.

Others argue that unduly emphasising the home culture would overlook the host

country's effof to promote ethnic equality. The second example is "the concern for

national unity" (p. 2). Some argue that multiculturalism should be rid of because it

undermines the values and lifestyle traditionally practised in the country and threatens the

stability of a united English Canada. Some say multiculturalism is divisive because it

prevents ethnic people from fitting fully into the host country since it is "encouraging the

wholesale retention of the past" (p. 2). The third criticism refers to "the concem for the

cultural ghettoization of minority groups" þ, 2). They fear that multiculturalism, rather

than integrating minorities, would lead to people surviving in cultural isolation in a

modem-day ghetto. Thus, some oppose the idea of cultural diversity and the policy of

multiculturalism in Canada.

Roberls and Clifton (1982, in Magsino, 2000) extend the criticism by insisting

that "all that ethnic groups possess in Canada is symbolic ethnicity rather than true ethnic

cultures because of the absence of institutional structures needed to maintain the

traditional mosaic version" þ. 2). In their view, the Canadian govemment should not

promote this symbolic ethnicity. From Magsino's point of view, all these criticisms

expose people's misunderstanding of multiculturalism.

Trudeau indicated the values and principles of multiculturalism by saying: "Such

a policy should help to break down discriminatory attitudes and cultural jealousies.

National unity, if it's to mean anything in the deeply personal sense, must be founded on

confidence in one's own individual identity; out of this can grow respect for that ofothers

and a willingness to share ideas, attitudes and assumptions.,. It can form the base ofa



society which is based on fair play for al[" (in Mallea &Young, 1984, p. 519). Magsino

(2000) explains: "Multiculturalism is a distinctive Canadian concept. Canadian

multiculturalism has two dimensions: values and principles and a programmatic plan" (p.

2). In fact, the valued goal of the multiculturalism policy is unity, Magsino insists that the

multiculturalism agenda is a vigorous policy implementation. "Multiculturalism needs to

be raised energetically and intelligently. In this, multiculturalists have the full

justification for their advocacy: multiculturalism is not only an established policy but also

a constitutionally recognized principle in the country. More compellingly, it is also one

policy that is indisputably worthy of implementation because of its grounding in an

oveniding moral principle accepted in a humane, democratic society: the principle of

respect for persons" þ.2). Without respect, there is discrimination and a lack of real

equality. The institutionalization of multiculturalism, as well as its implementation in

education, can be fully justified as a means to promote the necessary respect for minority

groups.

Chinese Conceptualisations of Minority Education

The Chinese idea about multiculturalism and multicultural education grew out of

the ideology that China is a united multi-ethnic country. Equality, unity, mutual help and

common prosperity are the basic principles of the Chinese govemment in handling the

relations between ethnic groups. The Constitution of the People's Republic of China

specifies that all eth¡ic groups are equal. The term "multicultural education" is seldom

used in China. This does not mean, however, that the Chinese govemment has not given

attention to cultural minorities. As the succeeding discussion will show, China has

implemented provisions and programs that aim at promoting cultural retention and



equalization ofopportunities for cultural minorities to ensure that they are recognized and

respected and, thus, that they become inclined to develop a sense of unity with the

Chinese society as a whole. These provisions and programs go by the name of minority

education.

Similar to the notion of multicultural education in Canada, China's minority

education is intended to pursue identity, equality, and unity. According to Teng and Shu

(1997), "In our country (China), multicultural education is mainly refened to as

multiethnic education or minority education, which studies issues of minority education

from the view of cultural background" (p. 19). ln 1992, a govemment document issued

by the National Educational Committee and the National Minority Affairs Committee

(1992) describes the minority education in China as that "education specifically

implemented among 55 minority groups, excluding Han, the majority ethnic group in

China. Under the guidance of centralised fundamental policy of the Communist Party and

the state, it seeks to combine effectively the implementation of the Party and the state's

unified educational policy. It would be developed, adhering to the characteristics of

minorities and the reality of minority regions" þ. 2). Minority education is defined in the

volume of the Chinese Encyclopaedia as "the education implemented among the ethnic

groups with less population in multi-ethnic states". He, Gui, and Zhao (1998) state that

the purpose of minority education is to solve minority problems, to foster equality, to

improve educational quality, and to share common development and flourishing of all

ethnic groups within the whole nation. Minority education is one of formal education, in

which specific measures and programs are adopted under the Communist Party's guiding

educational principles, policies, and responsibilities. It functions under the general aim of
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the national educational cause, in accordance with minority groups' diversity and

ianguages, in order to raise science and knowledge levels to improve economic

development in minority areas (p. 228).

In a sense, multicultural education shares the ideal of Confucianism. In ancient

China, there was a great thinker, educator, philosopher, and sage - Confucius. His life-

Iong aspiration was to reform the government and to restore a primary set of values and

norms through educating people to believe in "Ren" (humanity or charity) and "Yi"

(morality). He attempted to foster "Junzi" (a man of virtue) with self-respect, generosity,

sincerity, persistence, and benevolence in order to bring public order to society, to restore

moral cultivation, and to save people Íìom suffering. He taught students from different

backgrounds and was the first person to promote education for everyone in China, from

the aristocracy to the common people. He believed that "In education there should be no

class distinction" (ibid. p.55). The Confucian ideals were countered by those of Taoism,

promoted by Laozi, who advocated "wuwei er zhi", which is the concept ofnon-action. It

means to govem by noninterference. In Taoism, there is a notion: "Do nothing and every

thing is done" (A Chinese and English Dictionary, 1997, p. 1309). His ideas have led to

an acceptance of the diversity of cultural approaches in education while Confucian

thought tends to promote education for all.

Teng Xing (2001) advanced a concept in minority education of "plurality and

unity in the configuration", building on the theory of Chinese scholar Fei Xiaotong and,

on his long term research and analysis, ¡elated it to conceptions and implementation of

multicultultural education both in China and abroad. According to Fei Xiaotong,

"Plurality and unity in the configuration of the Chinese nationality" refers to the fact that
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each ethnic group has its own origins, formation, and history of development, and,

therefore, their cultures and societies each have characteristics different from those of

other ethnic groups (Fei, in Teng 2001, p. 75). "Unity in the configuration" means that

the developments of the various ethnic peoples are inter-related, mutually

complementary, and interdependent. Thus, each ethnic group has inseparable and innate

relations and common ethnic interests with the whole. Hence "unity in the configuration

of the Chinese nationality" means that the multiple elements, as represented by all

fratemal ethnic peoples, embody an indivisible globality. However, it does not mean the

assimilation of other ethnic groups by one certain ethnic group, nor does it mean

"Hanification" or the immediate implementation of ethnic integration. The differences

among the various ethnic groups and the common development of the Han nation

constitute a dialectical relationship ofunity (Fei, in Teng, 2001, p. 75).

In his concept of minority education, Teng Xing suggests that this minority

education in a multiethnic nation has the mission to transmit common cultures, not only

the mainstream culture, but also the ethnic minority cultures. Its cuniculum should

include the contents of mainstream culture as well as ethnic minority cultures. Minority

students should not only leam their own traditional cultures, but also the mainstream

culture in order to develop the abilities to adjust themselves to the mainstream society

and fully participate in it as well. Meanwhile, the students from mainstream origins

should also leam and understand, beside their own culture, the traditional cultures of

other eth¡ic minority groups in order to foster the awareness of equafity and unity ofthe

whole. The aim of this minority education is to cany on the cultural heritage ofindividual

ethnic groups; to enhance the cultural communications within all ethnic groups; to
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improve common development in economy, flourishing in culture, and respect, equality,

sensitivity and harmony in society; and to realise the unity of the whole country at last

(Teng, & Shu, 1997, p,23).

There are also some controversies on minority education in China. According to

Jiang Xueqin (2002), the Chinese scholar Teng Xing "advocates merging what he

perceives to be outdated anachronistic minority colleges into top universities, giving

minority students an opportunity at succeeding alongside the nation's best students in

urban China" (p. 2). In that way, in his opinion, minority students would have chances to

interact with Han students in mainstream universities; as well, Han students would have

chances to get to know minority students to eliminate prejudice. He says, "lf ethnic

minorities emphasise cultural independence too much then they'll become marginalized"

(ibid. p.2). According to Jiang Xueqin (2002), "while he [Teng Xing] views his policy as

giving minority students power, many [minority people] view it as pushing them toward

assimilation" (íbíd. p.2).In fact, his ideas were opposed and his advocacy was criticised

in China. From the perspective of those who advocate multicultural education, no doubt

his intention is good, his expectation is high, and his ambition for education is great.

However, his idea is perhaps overly radical within the Chinese context where there is not

enough multicultural influence in mainstream society. When not many people are aware

of ethnicity and multiculturatism, it is hard and uncomfortable for minority groups and

the majority group to accept each other easily. Particularly in post-secondary education,

the curriculum in mainstream universities does not include many elements of minority

education and the voices of other cultures are not heard enough there. Indeed, cross-

cultural awareness is not emphasised fully in these universities. For these reasons, it is
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difficult for minority students to retain and take pride in their cultural identities in such

universities. In this sense, there exists the risk of a high level of assimilation. However,

some minority students would prefer to study in minority universities to get to know

more about their own cultures and celebrate them as well as to leam Han cultures at the

same time. One of the Tibetan students in Southwest College for the Nationalities says,

"She feels that she has become more Tibetan since coming to the college" (Jiang Xueqin,

2002, p.7).

In fact, the fulfilment of equality, mutual respect through cultural sharing, and

cultural retention, relies on understanding, appreciating, and accepting multiculturalism

and multicultural education by all people inside or outside of the mainstream cultures

instead of forcibly imposing them in different situations and institutions before they are

fully understood. If attention is paid more to the actions before the ideology is accepted

and appreciated, the implementation of multiculturalism would be weakened.

Summary

This review of the literature has shown that there are many definitions and

conceptions of multiculturalism and multicultural education, However, this review has

shown a basic view: the need to enhance equality, to allow freedom of cultural retention,

and to tolerate, appreciate, and respect individuals from diverse origins, in order to attain

a peaceful and harmonious society in the world.

The present chapter has briefly examined how the perspectives of

multiculturalism and multicultural education are reflected in China in the form of

minority education in China. The implementation of minority education in Yun¡an

province is examined in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE: FUNDING, PROGRAMS, AND OTUCOMES

Minority education has been promoted in China. The Chinese government has

issued laws, regulations and policies emanating from the laws conceming ethnic

minorities and minority education to address equality, unity, mutual help and common

prosperity, and to guarantee the educational rights of all minority students. Consequently,

minority educational policies have been implemented nationwide.

This chapter examines minority education from the perspective of

multiculturalism. The examination focuses on minority educational policies and

implementation related to funding, language issues, teacher training program, boarding

school systems, and outcomes of minority education.

A. Funding

Many different factors account for the development of minority education in

China. The proper funding would be an essential element to increase effective and

adequate implementation of minority education. Though it may not be the decisive factor,

it is an important facilitative means to achieving the objectives of minority education.

Consequently, the Chinese govemment has allocated a large mount of money to minority

education. This section of the thesis examines the overall investment of the central

government on education, the investment in both majority and minority education in

Yunnan province, and other educational funding to help minority education in Yunnan

province.

In general, educational development relies, to some extent, on the financial

investment in education. Funding is one of the basic factors in improving education,

hence, funding and education have a very close relationship with each other. The truth is,
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no matter how good the intention is in the notion of education, it could not be developed

without financial support, Needless to say, the value of education cannot be over-

estimated, and it certainly needs to be fully funded because of its importance. Obviously,

education is thought to equip people with knowledge and skills in order to help them

achieve success in society, and it is believed to bring about changes and improvement in

the world and to promote economic development of society. The more people receive

education, the better they improve the economy and, further, the whole society. On the

other hand, if the development of the economy lags behind, there certainly could not be

sufficient financial support to education, and consequently it would limit the

development of education, which would limit the development of the economy nationally

and internationally.

The crucial relationship between financial investment and education is given

much attention in different countries. The more highly developed the countries are, the

more they invest funding in their education. The percentage of the gross domestic

product (GDP) spent on education is used to measure a country's financial investment in

education. According to Bass (1998), "Most countries allocate around 5 percent of its

GDP to education" þ. 13). In Canada, the educational expenditure is 6.6 % of its GDP.

The world average is 5.2%0, and for some Asian countries it is 43% (Rong & Shi, 2001,

p. 120).

Expenditure on education could not be the same from country to country because

of the actual economic situations of different countries. China is a developing country

with a large population. It makes a great effort to keep continuously increasing the

economy by 7%o each year. The rapidly increasing economy enables the govenment to
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offer as much financial support to education as it can. At the same time, it faces many

commitments to respond to the needs of its huge population. According to Shang Jiang

(2003), "China occupies 7% ofthe world's tenitory, supporting 22%o of fhe population of

the world. As a country, however, it spends the equivalent of 2%o of the world's total

educational funds in order to educate this 22Vo of the world's population" (p. 1). This

illustrates that China is a large country with so many people to support. It is also obvious

that the economic situation in China is severe, which limits educational opportunity per

capita. We believe that, on the one hand, the development of education can improve the

economy; on the other hand, development of education needs funding. If there is not

enough funding, education cannot be developed. This is a contradiction and, at the same

time, a dilemma as well. In fact, China faces a great challenge to get out of this dilemma.

According to Shang Jiang (2003), in 2001, the Chinese financial revenue was 1637.1

billion RMB (Chinese monetary unit, approximatety 6RMB=1CAD), the financial

expenditure was 1884.4 billion RMB and the fìnancial deficit was 259.8 billion RMB.

Educational expenditure was 220.2 bitlion RMB which indicates that the cost of

education is almost equal to the defìcit. Thus, Shang Jiang argues that the maximum

permissible educational expenditure for the country is 4o/o of its GDP. China and its

people have a limit on educational expenditure þ. 2) (see Table 4.1). Accoñing to The

People's Daily (2003), in 2002, the total amount of Chinese financial expenditure on

education was 548 billion RMB, accounting for 3.41 % of its GDP. In 2002, the whole

population of Beijing, the capital and the highly developed city of China, was 11.36

million and the yearly investment of education funds was 31.92 billion RMB, of which

the financial allocation in the education budget was 9.466 billion RMB and the yearly
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average financial allocation in the education budget per person was 833.05 RMB (Shang

Jiang, 2003). Educational expenditure is allocated by different levels of govemment.

According to Shang Jiang (2003) "at present, the percentage of investment for

compulsory education in China is 2% provided by central govemment finances, 1l%

provided by provincial finances, 9% provided by prefecture finances and.78Yo provided

by county and town finances respectively. The Programme for China's Educational

Reform and Development had stated that educational funding would rcach 4Vo of GDP by

the year of 2000. However, owing to various factors, the plan has not been fulfilled. By

the end of2001, the educational expenditure ofthe whole nation was 3.19%" (f,.4).

Table 4.1 Chinese Financial State, 2001

Chinese Financial Revenue 1637.1 billion RMB

Chinese Financial Expenditure 1884.4 billion RMB

Chinese Financial Deficit 259.8 billion RMB

Chinese Educational Expenditure 220.2 biltion RMB

Source : Shang Jiang, 2003 .

China is developing, so is its education. The Chinese government pays great

attention to its national education and has issued many policies to increase educational

funding to improve its education. In recent years, with the implementation of the strategy

of developing a prosperous country through emphasis on science and education, the

educational expenditure allocated by govemment is kept stable and financially

progressive. The total amount of educational expenditure is increasing substantially,

which provides sufficient conditional boost to the reform and improvement of Chinese

education. The data in Table 4.1 confirm the policy of improving education in China.



Table 4.2 shows that the total amount of educational expenditure in 2002

increased by 84.2 billion RMB, when compared to that in 2001 (463.8 billion RMB),

accounting for an l8.2%o increase. The data show that the average educational

expenditure increase every year from 1997 fo 2002 is 16.7%. Newly released figures state

that the educational expenditure as a percentage of GDP has been increasing every year

since 1997.

Table 4.2 The Growth of Education Expenditure

The total amount of Investment on

education (RMB)

The average rate of increasing per year

(fiom1997 -2002)
1997 253 billion

16.7%
2001 463.8 billion

2002 548 billion

Source: People's Daiþ, November 4,2003.

The Party Central Committee of China and the State Council also decided that

"the proportion of educational funds in national finance expenditure would increase one

percentage point in the next successive five years from 1998. Most provinces and cities,

in the light of this, have increased the proportion of educational funds to finance

expenditure at different levels of government. Thus, the proportion of educational

funding in relation to GDP has increased. It has increased from the 2.4 % of the GDP in

1995 to 3.19 % ofthe GDP in 2001" (Zhou,2004,p.5).

As a ¡esult of increasing education funds, the progress of minority education has

accelerated; however, a great deal still remains to be done. According to Zhou Mansheng

(2004), "By 2000, there are 520 counties in China, which have not fully implemented

nine-year compulsory education, and of which there are 100 counties that have even not

implemented six-year compulsory education. There are 85 million adults who are
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illiterate and among them, there are over 20 million young adults. Illiteracy happens

mostly in the far, poor, and minority regions" þ. 6). The number of illiterate adults ranks

second in the world, inferior only to India. Approximately one of every fifteen Chinese

was illiterate in 2002.

In Yunnan, the situation seems even worse. "According to the Fifth National

Population Census of 2000, the average number of years of education in Yunnan is 6.5

years, 1.3 years lower than the country's average. The length of education for minority

people in Yunnan is much lower than the length of education for the Han people. For

example, the average number of years of education of Wa people is 4.26 yearc, and Lahu

people, only 3.82 years. Other border areas have little education history: Menglian

County started education in 1952 and Ximong County in 1958" (Yang,2004).

In fact, poverty hinders many minority students from going to school. In 1985,

there was a great change in education in China, which was brought about by educational

finance reform. The new policy required all levels of govemment and the people who

received education to share the burden of educational funding, instead of depending only

on the central govemment investment. That is to say, even though there is no charge for

tuition fees for compulsory education according to the law, students still have to pay for

some miscellaneous items, such as extra tuition, school supplies, extra use of school

facilities, and food. Since then, for the first time, even poor minority students have had to

pay for their extra tuition, school supplies, and other miscellaneous items in schools.

The new policy of the education reform represents the new epoch in Chinese

education development. However, the cost of schooling has not fully lifted the burden

from minority people because most of them have limited income, and some minority



parents carìnot afford to send their children to school. The example of some Lahu people,

one of the poorest and most isolated minority groups in Longchang County in Yunnan

province, illustrates the fact. Li Yin, Yong Yong, Yang Muyuan, and Shi Yu reported in

the \ltorld Daily on July 4, 2004: Most of Lahu families have no source of income, so,

they could not afford to pay text books fees in school. A Lahu primary student, Luo

Shanmei, has six people in her family. The only income of the family is five RMB for

helping to look after the tea garden of the village. The five RMB has to be used to buy

salt and other daily necessities. She is in anears with the text book fees for a long time. In

this region, "school for one year costs $50, while the per-capita income is only $15"

(Jiang,2001).

Since this policy excluded the poorest students, in 2000, Yunnan Provincial

Committee issued a policy, based on research by the Yunnan Minority Committee, the

Yunnan Financial Committee, and the Yunnan Educational Committee, that the

Provincial Financial Committee would allocate 18,000,000 RMB ffom the subsidy for

construction undertakings in border areas every year to the three free charges of

education: no charge for stationery fees, no charge for text books, and no charge for

miscellaneous fees for the over 130,000 various minority students in 2,058 schools in

eight border regions ( Yunnan Daily,2003). This policy has benefited a lot of minority

students and has given them greater access to the education system.

Apparently, the Chinese governrnent notices the serious problems in education,

especially minority education, and intends to solve these problems. The fundamental

measure is to invest more funds to change the situation. In the Circular of the State

Council on Policies and Measures Pertaining to the Development of the Westem Region
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(2000), the government restates the policy to increase funds to develop education in the

Westem Region, one of which is Yunnan province. It reads:

Increasing investment in education. The compulsory education program

should continue to be implemented throughout poverty-stricken areas in the

Westem Region, and the state will render more support for this program by

increasing funding as part of a vigorous effort to make nine-year compulsory

education available throughout the region. More support should be given to the

development of institutions of higher leaming in the Westem Region, and

universities and colleges based in the eastem and central regions should enrol

more students from the Westem Region. The counterpaft aid program that

matches eastem schools with schools based in poverty-stricken areas in the

Westem Region should be expanded along with the program that ananges for

schools in large and medium-sized cities of the Westem Region to assist schools

in rural poverty-stricken areas. A system of distance education should be

established in the Westem Region. The training ofrural grass-roots officials and

farmers should be stepped up to improve their scientific and general knowledge

(October 26, 2000).

In the light of the new general policy, all levels of the govemment have released

more state-sponsored preferential policies related to funds for minority groups to increase

their educational opportunity. The preferential policies in minority education in Yunnan

include preferential admissions into higher education, lowered school fees, boarding

schools, and remedial programs. The intention of the preferential policies is to "narrow

the economic and social gap between Han and minority people" (Chen, 1991, pp. 4-ll).
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These preferential policies give more privileges to minorities to acquire education. "In

Yunnan province, where the population includes 34 percent minorities, there are in all

about 150 different preferential policies" (Sautman, 1999,p. 174).

Obviously, "th¡ee free charges of education", the preferential policy on financial

support for minority education in Yurman, seeks to provide equal educational

opportunities and support to minority students. In the speech of the Deputy Head of the

Education Department of Yunnan Province on July 18, 2004 about adopting special

policies and measures to strive to fulfill the rapid development of minority education, he

said: "ln 2003, the policy ofthree free charges of education has been extended to include

all primary and junior secondary students who are from poverty-stricken villages in

bordering areas, the seven minority groups with a population under 100,000, and Tibetan

areas. The Yunnan govemment has already allocated 52,000,000 RMB to this funding of

three free charges of education for 3 16,841 students, among which xe 4l,451junior high

students and 275,390 primary students who benefìt from it" (Luo,2004). Great efforts to

allocate as much funds as possible for education have been made by the provincial

govemment to improve minority education. In 2000, Yunnan govemment invested 6.2

billion on education, in 2003, about 9.3 billion, and in2004, the investment on education

increased to 11.2 billion, which ranked tenth among provinces in China investment in

education. 1n2004, the GDP of Yunnan province was 295.948 billion and the investment

on education increased to 1 I .2 billion (Xuan, 2005, p. 1 1). The average education budget

accounted for 3.78Vo of its GDP and the yearly average financial allocation in the

education budget per person was about 357 RMB.
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Aside from the funding from each level of govemment, there are some other funds

invested on minority education in minority areas, such as World Bank projects, Hope

projects, and others. Not only the Chinese government tries various ways to offer

educational opportunities for its minority people; there are many individuals,

corporations, and other organizations who believe in giving financial support to minority

education in Yunnan.

In Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, for example, there is an activity in October every

year to raise funds to support minority education in Yunnan province, and this activity is

initiated by the principal of the Chinese Academy in Wiruripeg, Cora Hew, and her

husband, Len Hew. They both had been to Yunnan University of the Nationalities to

teach English for th¡ee years and got to know the poor educational situation of minority

students and hoped to do something to help them. Cora said,

We first collected money from our own family and relatives from Canada, Hong

Kong, and Malaysia. We distributed the fund to minority students in the

Department of English in this University as scholarships. But such funds were

far from what the minority students needed. So we began to tell the story about

the actual poor minority education in Yunnan province to other people and

hoped they would contribute to help poor minority students there. So each year,

we raise funds from Chinese and Canadian friends here in Winnipeg, from

relatives and friends from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and other countries, such as

Malaysia, Singapore, America, Australia, and England as well. These funds have

already set up twelve primary schools and supported about 2000-3000 minority

students in Yunnan province since 1994 (personal communication).
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The Hews have already collected nearly 2-3 million RMB in ten years, and they

have devoted not only the money, but also their love, time, and energy to promote

minority education in Yunnan province. There are some organizations, such as Peach

Foundation in America and Concordia Welfare and Education, that also raise money to

help minority students in Yunnan Province.

Funding for developing minority education is still badly needed. Fortunately, not

only the Chinese government, but also minority people themselves and other people help

to support minority education.

B, Programs

In China, the govemment has made efforts to improve minority education. It has

issued appropriate policies, invested funds, and urged minority schools to create diverse

cultural environments to promote equality of opportunity for all students. As a result,

various educational programs have been adopted to improve minority education in

minority areas. These educational programs include bilingual education, boarding

schools, teacher training, and remedial programs.

(i) Bilingual Education

In minority education in China, the language issue is crucial. The official

language in China is Han Chinese, used by over 90%o of the Chinese people. Most

minority groups in China have their own languages. As Sun Hongkai (1988) states,

"Estimates of the number of mother tongues spoken in the PRC range from 80 to more

than 100 and yet there are only 55 officially recognized minority nationalities" þ.1).

Language is the hansmitter of identity, culture, and inheritance. It is the medium to

strengthen the uniqueness and unity ofnations. The Chinese govemment has always held
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that all people in China, Han or minorities, have freedom to use their own languages.

There are national benefits to adopting an official language, so different minority groups

can understand one another. However, the adoption of an official language should not

mean taking the risk of losing the diversity of minority languages. Throughout Chinese

history, minority people have combined a knowledge of Han language and culture with

their own traditions and values without being assimilated. As early as 1938, Mao

Zhedong (the first Chairman of the People's Republic of China) pointed out in the report

of the Sixth Plenary Session of the Chinese Communist Party: "[We should] respect

cultures, religions, and traditions of all minority groups. Not only should we not compel

them to leam Chinese, but we should also help and support them to adopt their own

languages to develop their own minority education" (Ge, 1998, p. 413). In i982, this

view was enforced in the Constitution of the People's Republic of China. Article 4

stipulates: "All nationalities have the freedom to use and develop their own spoken and

written languages and to preserve or reform their own folkways and customs" (Yunnan

Minority Affairs Committee, 1999, p. 35). It is very clear that the minority people have

the political freedom to develop and improve their own culture and languages in China.

Since language is a carrier of a culture, maintaining a minority language means

maintaining a minority culture. If the minority language is lost, then its culture would be

lost, too. Cultures and languages can be transmitted by education. Hence, minority

education has a mission to fulfil this role.

However, the diversity of languages makes education more challenging and

difficult. On November 23, 1951, at the 12th Session of the Political Administrative

Council, Ma Xulun, then minister of education, reported on minority education policies
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and tasks for the future at the national conference: "Indigenous languages should be used

in the elementary and secondary schools among nationalities. Nationalities that have their

spoken but not a well established written language should create or reform their written

ones. In the mean time, courses could be taught in Han or any local languages" (Kwong,

& Xiao, 1989). In educational institutions, the Education Law of the People's Republic of

China directs language instruction. According to article 12 of the Education Law "the

Han spoken and written language shall be the basic language and writing for teaching in

schools and other educational institutions. Schools and other educational institutions in

which ethnic minority students predominate may conduct teaching in the spoken and

written language of the local ethnicity or eth¡icities or in the spoken and written

languages commonly used in the locality" (Lhu,2002, p. 2). In the lighr of educational

policies and the needs of minorities, bilingual teaching is upheld in minority areas

throughout China. The program of bilingual education in minority areas was created to

promote opportunities for minority students to access educational services through their

mother tongue and Han Chinese.

The aim of bilingual teaching in minority areas in China is to help minority

students leam academic knowledge. With the help of languages, they could acquire

academic and social success as well as preserve their own cultures and languages.

"Humanity's use of languages has always progressed from a single language to

bilingualism. Hence one may well say that bilingualism is the product of a certain stage

of human development that arose to meet the needs of one people or one individual to

communicate with, or learn flom, another people. In this sense, bilingualism is not



merely the use of languages; it is also a cultural and social phenomenon" (Dai & Dong,

2001, p.4). The bilingual system is part of education throughout China for this reason.

The bilingual education program in Yunnan \ryas adopted in 1956. However, it

experienced various challenges before being gradually accepted and improved. In fact,

bilingual teaching is one of the characteristics and basic conditions of developing

minority education and "it works towards fluency in Chinese without discarding minority

language, towards modemity and cultural maintenance" (Geary & Pan,2003, p. 275). We

know that the function of minority education is to empower minority students to acquire

necessary positive attitudes, knowledge, and skills in order to support them in the

mainstream society, as well as to identiff their own culture and help them understand

other cultures. However, in Yunnan, so many minority students use their mother tongue

to communicate that, specifically in those places, minority language is the only language

to be used. Because of this, minority education can not happen if language problems are

not solved.

The minority languages in Yunnan are complicated. Except the Hui, Shui, and

Manchu people groups who speak Han Chinese, the other twenty-two minorities have

twenty-six languages, of which fourteen ethnic minority groups use twenty-one written

forms or the Pinyin system, using the Roman alphabet to spell out words phonetically.

Beyond these twenty-six languages, there are still numerous and various dialects in

Yunnan. In some places, people carlflot communicate with other people living in nearby

villages. In Yunnan, I 1,780,000 minority people use mainly their own languages to

communicate with others, including those who can use both Han Chinese and a minority



language, and there are still another 67,00,000 minority people who can neither speak nor

understand Han Chinese (Yunnan Educational Committee, 2003, p.1).

According to the Constitution, the Law of the People's Republic of China on

Regional National Autonomy, and the Education Law, all the eth¡ic autonomous regions

are encouraged to develop minority education on their own and, where conditions are

appropriate, minority schools can use minority textbooks and minority languages for

teaching. Under these policies and regulations, the Yun¡an government has placed much

importance on minority education and has provided specific regulations of its own to

support practices and research on bilingual teaching in Yun¡ran. According to Ge Jiayi

(1988), "Since 1956, flinguistic experts] have helped to create written languages for

minority groups of Hani, Lisu, Naxi, Wa, Miao, Zhuang, and the Zaiwa branch of Jingpo,

and helped to improve the written languages of Dai, Lahu, and Jingpo in Yuman" þ.

341). In addition, scholars and researchers have been encouraged to do experiments to

improve bilingual teaching. For example, Professor Liu Guangzhi (the head ofthe section

of minority education of the Yunnan Minority Research Institute in Yunnan University of

the Nationalities) has found that bilingual teaching helps minority students' leaming.

First language is important for minority students to develop their cognition abilities, and

support their learning Han Chinese. She began her research on bilingual teaching in 1980

among Yi minority students in Weizhe Primary School in Lunan Yi Autonomous County

in Yunnan. After years of research work, her results showed the success of bilingual

teaching. The Yi minority students in the experiment have achieved greatly both in

languages and academics, and thus, most of them reached high school requirements.

Because of this achievement, the Weizhe Primary School, an experimental school, was
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also appraised as a high quality school for educating students in a holistic way covering

the moral, academic, and physical aims of the Yunnan province.

After decades of practice and sfudy on bilingual teaching in Yunnan province,

two bilingual teaching models have gradually formed. 1) Bilingual teaching involving

ethnic minority education mainly at schools, in which Han Chinese is used as

supplementary language to assist teaching. This model has been popularly adopted in the

Tibetan area, in the Diqing Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture in Yunnan. 2) The bilingual

teaching model involving Han Chinese education at schools to teach both the written and

spoken systems, in which a minority language is also used as a supplementary language

for teaching.

The second model has been widely adopted in most minority areas in Yunnan. It

has been developed into two types: Bilingual/uniliteral teaching and Bilingual/biliteral

teaching. The first type involves using national standardised textbooks written in Han

Chinese in all subjects at schools. The medium of instruction in this model is mainly Han

Chinese but sometimes students' mother tongue is also used in explanation and to support

teaching when necessary. This type of bilingual teaching is traditional and is also the

main model employed in Yunnan province. By September 2002, forty-six counties in

twelve municipalities and prefectures in Yunnan have adopted this type of bilingual

teaching, such as in Honghe Hani and Yi Autonomous Prefecture, Dali Bai Autonomous

Prefecture, Lijiang Naxi Autonomous County, and Xishuanbanna Dai Autonomous

Prefecture. In addition, there are nineteen minority languages used in bilingual teaching

in these areas.



The second type of bilingual teaching under the second model involves

employing both the oral and w¡itten forms of two languages (minority language and Han

Chinese) in teaching. In this type, Han Chinese is mainly used in teaching, and the

minority language is only a teaching aid. There are eight sub-types of bilingual teaching

in this type. 1) Minority students leam their mother tongue at preschools and begin to

leam Han Chinese with the aid of minority language at first grade in elementary school.

2) Minority students begin to leam the mother tongue at grade one in elementary school.

Minority language is gradually decreased in teaching and at the same time Han Chinese is

introduced more and more from grade two. 3) Minority students leam only their mother

tongue in grade one and grade two, and then begin tuming to bilingual leaming in grade

three and grade four.4) Bilingual teaching begins at grade one and grade two, and then

Han Chinese completely replaces it at grade three and grade four. 5) Minority students

leam only Han Chinese from grade one to grade six. Not until they are close to

graduation do they make a concentrated effort to leam minority languages. 6) In mixed

minority communities, mainly Han Chinese is taught at schools and minority languages

are put in where needed. 7) Han Chinese is used completely in teaching from grade one

to grade six, while a minority language is only a separate required course at school. 8)

Minority students in grade one concentrate on studying a minority language. After

mastering its phonetic alphabet and knowing how to read and spell it, they start to study

mainly Han Chinese. (Educational Committee of Yunnan Province, 2003, pp. 2-3). These

types of bilingual teaching are adopted mainly in Honghe Hani and Yi Autonomous

Prefecture, Chuxiong Yi Autonomous Prefecture, Lijiang Naxi Autonomous County, and
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Dehong Dai Autonomous Prefecture. They are used in 22 counties among ten

municipalities and prefectures in Yurman province.

In Yunnan, bilingual teaching is now adopted only at the stage of primary schools

and involves only fourteeh minority languages and eleven ethnic groups of minority

students (ibíd. p.3). However, the progress of bilingual teaching in Yunnan has been

encouraging. In Yunnan schools, the en¡olment rate has increased and the rate of drop-

out from schools has decreased. Since some state schools in minority areas used the

national standardised curriculum and textbooks with Han Chinese in teaching, minority

students were reluctant to go to schools. One ofthe reasons might be that Han Chinese is

a difficult language to leam and the other might be that they have lost confidence in

leaming with an unfamiliar language and school environrnent. Some minority parents

preferred to send their children to a temple or monastery to leam their own languages and

culture. So, there developed a pattem in these schools: "at grade one, minority students

get in; at grade two, they start to leave, at grade three and grade four, few still stay" (He,

2005). For example, the eruolment rate was around 30% and there were no female

students before the adoption of bilingual teaching at Guanma Primary School at Luchun

County in Honghe Hani and Yi Autonomous Prefecture. However, since 1984 the school

has adopted bilingual teaching and changed the curriculum, the medium of instruction,

and the textbooks; consequently, the enrolment rate has increased to 91.1%o. Minority

girls began to go to school. Now, the effolment rate of this school stays at95% (ibid.).

The other good result ofbilingual teaching is that the quality ofteaching has been

upgraded. For a long time, the teaching quality in minority areas remained poor because

of language barriers. Minority students lived in their mother tongue environment during



their childhood. When they went to school, the most difficult problem for them was the

language handicap because schools provided only Han Chinese to them. The language

banier prevented them from doing well in schools. Bilingual teaching in minority areas

has met the language needs of these minority students. When a minority language is used

as a medium in teaching, these minority students can follow teache¡s' instructions and are

eager to participate in class. Mindful of this reality, educational authorities have

strengthened the teaching of two languages, the abilities of Han Chinese speaking and

listening have been improved, and the teaching quality has been raised considerably as

well (Educational Conìmittee ofYunnan Province, 2003, p. 3).

Another evidence of the effectiveness of bilingual teaching is that students'

achievements have become prominent and the rate of entering high school has increased.

In Yunnan, there had been a problem with the low rate of high school entrance in

minority areas. Where bilingual teaching has been adopted in schools, this problem is

being solved gradually. Bilingual teaching facilitates leaming on the part of minority

students. Most minority students feel comfortable in class and enthusiastic about reading

and \ryriting when minority languages and Han Chinese are inter-translated and inter-

compared in teaching. Thus, they have done well in lower school and passed the entrance

examination for high school. The entrance results show that bilingual minority schools

graduate students who have better grades than those students from monolingual minority

schools. Bilingual teaching provides a solid foundation for minority students' future

schooling both in self-esteem and leaming abilities (låld.).

One important function of bilingual teaching is that it enhances the cultural

awareness of minority students and helps to maintain their culture and identity. Language



is closely linked to culture, and education has the mission to transmit the traditional

culture of the ethnic minorities. Bilingual teaching offers the opportunity for minority

students to develop their views on their own culture, to understand, tolerate, and

appreciate other cultures, and to implement cultural accommodation. Since Han Chinese

is the principal language in textbooks and many minority languages are not written down,

bilingual education helps students bridge the gap in knowledge better than monolingual

education in either language.

However, the development of bilingual teaching in Yunnan is not completely

satisfactory. Some debates, dilemmas, and shortcomings have prevented bilingual

teaching from becoming universalized in Yunnan, Some still argue that bilingual teaching

puts undue burden on the minority students. According to them, these students have to

study another language as well as the same subjects as Han students do. They have more

schoolwork than their Han peers. It is difficult for them to cope with it. Aside from this

issue, bilingual teaching in Yunnan allegedly also suffers from various shortcomings. For

example, there is no special body to administer bilingual teaching. In order to improve

bilingual teaching, a structure is needed to do research on the pedagogy and linguistics of

bilingual education, to plan a curriculum, to guide teaching, and to set an evaluation

system in Yunnan Province. Another problem is the shortage of fully qualified bilingual

teachers. There are 50 thousand bilingual teachers in Yunnan, of whom 70%o fo 80Vo arc

minorities. These teachers are local, substitute, or elderly minority teachers without

higher education themselves and most of them are not fluent in Han Chinese. On the

other hand, the young teachers are from outside minority areas, and they can speak only a

little in the minority language even though they are fluent in Han Chinese. The teachers'
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lack of relevant knowledge and skills has certain negative effects on bilingual teaching

(Yunnan Educational Committee, 2003).

In bilingual teaching, unsatisfactory instructional materials and textbooks and

insufficient linguistic teaching aids and modem teaching media are still problems. Since

2001, all schools in Changyuan county have used the "Wa Textbook" written by the

Educational Bureau of the county for adult illiterates. These schools have to use it

because there are no other Wa textbooks even though it is not suitable for young minority

students (låld ).

In 2002, the Chinese govemment held the Fifth National Minority Education

Working Conference and made a decision on making fufher reform and expediting

development of minority education. Under the new decision, the govemment of Yun¡an

has strengthened and improved bilingual teaching in primary schools in minority areas

and has done a lot of work to find and implement the right balance between using

minority languages and Han Chinese in minority education. Now, some autonomous

prefectures, municipalities, and counties have already set up administrative bodies to

guide bilingual teaching. The Yunnan Educational Committee has focused on bilingual

teacher training to raise their levels and abilities in two languages. This training also

empowers bilingual teachers with some new educational theories to update their

knowledge and teaching methods (Yunnan Daily, Aug 6,2003). Furthermore, the Yunnan

Financial Department has allocated a special fund of 1.8 million RMB to support the

compilation and publication of bilingual textbooks. Between July 3 1 and August 8, 2003,

the Yunnan Educational Committee examined twenty-nine editions of bilingual textbooks

for grade one in thirteen minority languages and approved twenty-eight editions. These
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textbooks are prepared for publication by the Yunnan Minority Press (Yunnan

Educational Committee, 2003). On July 18, 2004, Mr. Luo Jiafu, the vice head of the

Yun¡an Educational Committee, made a speech at the Third Intemational Bilingual

Education and Research Conference organized by the Chinese Minority Bilingual

Teaching Research Committee. He said: "[Yururan] will popularize bilingual teaching on

a large scale.. .. Now, there are fourteen minority groups with twenty-one minority

languages who are adopting bilingual teaching to teach and to eliminate illiteracy. Since

the stipulation of the Ninth Five-year Plan of the Chinese Govemment (1996-2000), the

Primary and High School Textbook Examining and Approving Committee has already

examined and approved one hundred and forty-one editions ofregular minority textbooks

for eleven minority groups. It has already published sixty editions in fourteen minority

languages for eleven minority groups" (Llo,2004, p. 7).

The Yunnan govemment has made and is still making efforts to promote equal

opportunities for minority students to access education through bilingual teaching in

Yunnan province. In the next section another minority education program - the boarding

school - will be examined.

(ii) Boarding and Semi-boarding Schools

Another important minority education program adopted in Yunnan is boarding

and semi-boarding schools. It is regarded as a very positive school program in minority

education in Yunnan.

To improve minority education, the provincial govemment has mainly taken up

four special school systems: the state (regular) schools, boarding schools, semi-boarding

schools, and teaching points, to allow minority students full access to education, The



most popular school system is the state (regular) schools, which are funded and

administered by the govemment, Every student in these schools enjoys 9 years of

compulsory education. These schools usually have the complete range of grades in

regular, large schools that are set up in city or town centers for students living in the

neighbourhood.

The boarding school in minority areas is a special system, It is the most important,

practical, and effective school system for minority students in Yunnan province. Since

the establishment of the People's Republic of China, the govemment has begun to build

boarding and scholarship systems in minority elementary and secondary schools in order

to upgrade minority groups' academic levels, to promote minority education in minority

areas, and to realize mutual prosperity and advancement. These boarding schools provide

f¡ee accommodation, food, and tuition to minority students. In addition, every student in

the boarding schools also receives a subsidy from the govemment each month to support

his or her daily expenditures (Zhao,Xu, & Lu, 1995, p. 107).

The third system consists of semi-boarding schools, which extends the

development of boarding schools. In semi-boarding schools, minority students study and

stay at the schools for lunch, but some ofthem living close by can go home after school.

Each student also gets a subsidy per month, but the amount is less than the subsidy for

students in boarding schools. Compared with boarding schools, which are built in the

center of prefectures and in towns, most semi-boarding schools are set up in the local

villages; their student effolment is small and they usually get less funds and subsidies

from the govemment (låld, p. 108).



In addition, the govemment also set up another type of school system called

"teaching points" in remote mountain regions, in which there is only one class, in one-

room schoolhouses with one teacher. The teacher usually teaches a number of students of

different grade levels in the same classroom. These teaching points seek to enable every

minority student of the villages in remote and poverty-stricken mountainous regions to

have equal opportunities to attend nearby schools.

The Yunnan provincial govemment has paid a lot of special attention to adopting

boarding and semi-boarding schools to improve minority education in the minority areas.

Since 1979, the Yurman government has allocated 5.5 million RMB from local funds

each year to build forty minority primary and secondary boarding schools. Since 1983,

the govemment has also allocated 15 million RMB of special funding each year to build

3,000 semi-boarding primary schools, which have only Grade 4 to Grade 6. Until 1985,

there were 3,332 such schools in Yunnan with a funding increase of 21 million RMB

each year from the govemment. Now every minority student receives subsidies of 12

RMB from the govemment each month in boarding schools, and 7 RMB for minority

students in semlboarding schools respectively (Ge, 1998, p. 342).

Since 2000, the govemment has allocated 36 million RMB each year to raise the

subsidy from 10-15 RMB to 25 RMB each month for the boarding students in 40 primary

and secondary schools. They also raised the subsidy from 7 RMB to 12 RMB for 300

thousand students in 3,000 intermediate (grades 4-6) semi-boarding schools. In 2001, the

provincial govemment decided to increase the number of students to 60 thousand

students each year in semi-boarding schools; it expects to increase this number to 300

thousand students during the next five years. By 2004, the government had already
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allocated 23.4 million RMB and had already increased the number to 19.5 thousand

students in semi-boarding schools (Luo, 2004, p. 4).

There are several reasons for the Yunnan govemment to insist on adopting a

boarding school system to develop minority education in minority areas. A number of

reasons can be identified.

a. Geographical Concerns

First, the boarding school system seeks to popularize 9 years of compulsory

education in minority areas as well as to solve the geographical inconvenience. There are

25 different kinds of minority groups with over 14 million minority people in Yunnan.

They are living in the areas scattered along borders and in the mountains. Yunnan shares

borders with Vietnam, Laos, and Myanmar, with a borderline 4,060 kilometres long.

Fifteen minority groups are living on both sides of the border, far away from central

cities. The total territory of Yunnan is about 394 thousand square kilometres, of which

940lo is mountainous. The minority people are widely distributed in the province and

occupy over 70%io of the total tenitory, most of which is mountain and remote areas.

There are a number of rivers and lakes criss-crossing Yunnan and several rivers running

from northwest to southeast divide Yunnan into separate different isolated districts. This

special natural geographic environment distributes minority people sparsely in the

mountains. Those areas are not conveniently accessible. In the rainy season, the roads to

the villages are too muddy to reach and communities are closed to the outside world.

There are 129 counties, municipalities, and districts in Yunnan and minority people ìive

in each ofthese places. High mountains and steep slopes lead to inaccessibility. There are

no roads in sixty percent of the mountain communities, only inconvenient walking trails
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which present communication and transportation problems. The geographic situation

hinders the progress of minority education in Yunnan province.

Also, the scattered population makes the development of minority education in

Yuman very slow. For example, in Jinuo minority mountainous areas, some students

have to walk five or six kilometres, and some who live fafher have to walk around ten

kilometres every day to attend their schools. Moreover, there is only a nano\ry winding

footpath to lead to some oftheir schools (Ge,1997, p. 45). This long distance for students

to attend school might be one of the reasons for the low student entrance and retention

fates.

Due to these problematic geographic situations, the establishment of appropriate

school systems in remote mountainous areas is needed. This is a difficult problem to

solve. If the range of grades offered in the schools is small, and the schools themselves

are scattered, the quality ofteaching is hard to upgrade. On the other hand, if schools are

centralized, there are fewer schools for minority students to go to in the neighbourhood.

So, the provincial govemment has advocated boarding and semi-boarding schools in

minority areas in order to meet the needs of minority students to have easier access to

education. Boarding and semi-boarding schools provide minority students with living and

study auangements in the schools without having to walk long distances every day to go

to thei¡ classes.

b. Use of Resources

A second reason the boarding school system is important in minority areas in

Yunnan is that it helps to centralize funding and provision of teachers and school

facilities in order to promote the development of minority education. In most minority
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areas in Yunnan, the conditions for teaching are poor; there are no decent school

buildings, not enough teaching facilities, and even worse, not enough quality teachers.

The school system of "teaching points" is popular in remote mountain regions, in

which there is only one class, one-room schoolhouses with one teacher. These teaching

points have tried to provide opportunities for minority students to attend nearby schools.

However, the mountain regions in Yunnan are so vast and minority students are so

scattered that more schools are needed to meet their needs, Furthermore, the govemment

cannot guarantee to offer enough funds, quality teachers, and facilities to each of these

teaching points. So, on one hand, this kind ofschool makes it easier for students to attend

school in the neighbourhood. On the other hand, the quality of teaching in these schools

is not satisfactory and the poor condition of the schools carmot support those students in

becoming literate and good enough to go on to a further, higher stage of education. In

other words, this type ofschools has disadvantages because so many such schools have to

be set up, school funds and school facilities are needed; and, because of poor teaching

conditions, only a few students remain in the schools till graduation. Even fewer

graduates go on to high school.

Compared \'eith these "teaching points", boarding schools usually are set up in the

county centers while semi-boarding schools are established in town centers. They are

funded and administered by the govemment of prefectures and counties, and enrol

students from all these areas. These boarding and semi-boarding schools usually take up

the standard cuniculum, bilingual teaching, and uniform textbooks. Most of the teachers

in these schools are trained in normal schools, normal colleges, or universities and have

the competencies to equip their students with knowledge and skills both in school and
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society. Boarding schools enable the concentration ofrelatively limited human resources,

material resources, and financial resources to maintain the size of schools, to make the

full use of school resources, to implement educational policy in an all-round way, and,

therefore, to fully develop minority education. Boarding and semi-boarding schools

create opportunity for minority students to share the resources of the schools in a

¡esponsible manner.

While the provincial govemment still maintains some teaching points for special

cases, it operates under the principle of increasing teaching points only if necessary, and

of merging them together if there is any possibility of doing so. Since 1997, the

govemment has allocated 48 million RMB to set up 1,200 teaching points in any village

where there are over 20 households, where there are no schools within three kilometres,

and where parents are unable to send their children to boarding schools. This system at

least helps to raise enrolment rates and maintain the retention rates for school age

children in school (Luo, 2004, p. 5).

c. Gender Issues

Third, boarding schools intend to promote equal access for minority female

students to education. Some minority groups still hold the traditional idea that regards

men as superior to \ryomen and so they don't send their daughters to school. This is

especially true in some poor families. Minority gírls traditionally do heavy housework,

look after their younger brothers and sisters, and help their parents in farming. They

customarily have early marriage. The simple life does not explain the reason why they

need to go to school (Wang Rang, 1990). Furthermore, some ofthem have chances to go

to school fo¡ tfuee or four years, but, they cannot remember what they leamt at school;
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cannot even write their names after they have gone back home for awhile. The reason for

this is that they live in comparatively closed communities, they use their mother tongue

all the time, and the schools do not teach traditional cultures of minority groups and

practical skills (Luo, 2001, p.81). Since they do not expect to get direct benefits from

education, a lot of minority girls receive little schooling.

In order to promote equal opportunity for female minority students, the

govemment has set up boarding schools specifically for female students. The govemment

has allocated special funds and assigned well-trained teachers to help these minority

female students finish their primary and high school successflilly. Some special courses

are adopted in the curriculum, like embroidery and cloth weaving, which are basic skills

for girls to get married. Some special policies also allow girl students to begin their

schooling at or up to 12 years of age (Wang, Dec 3, 1990). These boarding schools

encourage minority girls to go to school. For example, in Wenshang Prefecture in

Yunnan province, there are 14 classes for female students in boarding and semi-boarding

schools. Each year these schools enrol 760 minority girls. In other minority districts of

Yunnan, like Ninglong County, Dali prefecture, and Yuxi Municipality, they have female

classes in boarding and semi-boarding schools, too. (Zhao, Xu & Lu , 1995, p. 111).

d. Equal opportunity

A fourth reason to promote boarding schools is the improvement in equal

opportunity for minority students to access education. In some remote, mountainous

regions in Yunnan, some minority students cannot continue studying at schools till

graduation, and some have even no chance to go to school, particularly some minority

girls, due to their family financial conditions. The incomes of different minority families
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are different. Not every minority family can afford to send all their children to school.

For some of them, they can send only one oftheir children to school (There is an official,

special population policy for minority groups in China; they can have more than one

child per family). Usually, in the secondary schools in mountain areas, it costs students

per semester 60-70 RMB for books, 20 RMB for sundries, 100 RMB per month for

meals, and 30 RMB for school miscellaneous expenses. In all, each student has to spend

700 RMB or so per semester at school. Not every minority family can afford these

expenses. For example, in the town ofRenxing, Lufeng County in Yunnan, where there is

a compact community of Miao ethnic groups, the per capita income of the people is 1900

RMB per year. Some families in remote mountain regions have an income of only several

hundred RMB. How can they spend 1400 RMB per year to support their children at

schools? (Xia & Xiao, 2002, p. l).

In order to solve the problem, the govemment has developed boarding and semi-

boarding schools for minority students to access equal opportunity of education. The

boarding and semi-boarding schools have offered flee tuition, free food, free living

accommodation, and subsidy to each student (Zhao, Xrs, &. Lu, 1995, p. 107). With the

establishment of these schools, many minority students can obtain education. For

example, there are 2200 minority students in Lufeng County who are studying in the

boarding school with each student receiving a subsidy of 20 RMB provided by the

provincial government each month. In Renxing Town, there are 197 minority students

who are in boarding schools, and another 197 minority students who are in semi-boarding

schools, who get, individually, the subsidy of 7 RMB each for each month (ibid. p. l).

This boarding and semi-boarding school system is designed for the minority parents to be
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able to send their children to school and to create more equal access for minority students

to obtain education in accessible classrooms.

The boarding and semi-boarding school systems have contributed toward the

promotion of equal opportunity for students to attend schools, but also toward equal

opportunity to develop themselves into successful citizens in the future. Minority students

in boarding and semi-boarding schools are from different minority ethnic groups and are

exposed to diverse cultures. The schools are a microcosm of society. In the schools

students learn their own languages and come to understand their own culture and to value

their own identity. At the same time, they leam to understand different cultures and to

leam to respect and tolerate all their fellow peers. They also receive better education in

these schools with standard cuniculum, good teaching facilities, and well-qualified

teachers. These schools have been developed to promote equal educational opportunities

for all ethnic students and foster their self-esteem and cross-cultural awareness. They

encourage and equip them to function effectively in society as well.

e. Conclusion

The boarding and semi-boarding schools are intended to promote minority

education in remote mountainous and border areas in Yunnan. Govemments support both

the administration and finance ofthese schools to promote basic education. Boarding and

semi-boarding schools help to provide quality teaching and allow minority students to

achieve good results. Students study and live in school, so it is easy for the school to

manage alf kinds of school matters, including resources, funding, teaching facilities, and

teachers, in order to make full use of resources. Teachers can devote more time to help

students in school. Students in boarding schools are happy and work hard with the
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financial support from the govemment and the academic support from their teachers.

They have more time to study in these schools since they do not have to labour in the

fields, work at home or travel long distances. The scores in examinations are generally

higher for students in these schools than those for minority students in other schoois.

More ofthese students get into higher stages of education than minority students in other

schools. It is revealing that, "According to the statistics, among 19,655 graduating

students from 17 provincial boarding primary schools, 87%o of them are admitted into

secondary schools" (Zhao, X,t & Lui, 1995, p. 1 17).

Boarding and semi-boarding schools have contributed to minority students'

developing their sense of ethnic identity, have intended to provide them with equality of

educational opportunity, and have given them a sense of acceptance and belonging,

which will foster unity. The students from different ethnic backgrounds study, live, and

play with each other day by day in the same class and school. It is only to be expected

that gradually they will build respect, tolerance, and friendship and, thus, foster a sense of

unity.

Undoubtedly, there are some disadvantages in running these boarding and semi-

boarding schools. Students in these schools are from different ethnic minority groups and

different villages, and have different traditions, religions, and economic circumstances, so

there would be individual differences as they study together. Moreover, students in these

schools are far from home and study and live collectively with others. They have to

change the habit of depending on families into one of interacting with their teachers and

peers. They are likely to experience being lost and uncomfortable when exposed to



strange surroundings. These might cause some problems both psychologically and

physically.

However, boarding and semi-boarding schools are considered to be successful

systems both academically and administratively in improving minority education,

particularly in promoting the popularization of the nine years of compulsory education

among minority groups in Yururan province. Further, it is equally impoftant to note that

this system improves cross-cultural awareness, fosters identity, respect, tolerance, and

unity among minority groups. In 2002, the provincial govemment reaffirmed the

importance of developing boarding and semi-boarding schools in Yunnan Province for

improving minority education. This reaffirmation was made in the document "Program of

Action on Promoting Basic Education in Yunnan". It reads:

10. Under the support of the country and the common work of the province,

prefectures, counties, and towns, [we must] establish rapidly boarding and semi-

boarding schools. [We must] try to gain the assistance of the country to build,

rebuild, and extend these schools by over 200 thousand square meters. Basically,

this is the way to solve the problem of the inability of minority children of

school age to attend school, specifically the minority children from the ethnic

groups whose population is less than i00 thousand. It will also meet the needs of

the children from Tibet, Lisu, Wa, Lahu, Miao, Yao, and Jingpo and so forth. At

the same time, the province should allocate more subsidies to minority students

in boarding and semi-boarding schools. The govemment would increase the

amounf of 7 .2 million RMB to extend the scope of the subsidy to the minority
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students in boarding schools (The Communist Party of China (CPC) of Yunnan

Committee & The govemment of Yunnan, 2002).

(iii) Teacher training

In education, teacher training is very important to implement educational goals.

In this section, the program of teacher training promoted by the provincial govemment to

develop minority education in minority areas in Yururan province will be examined. "One

of the most intuitively plausible and widely held beliefs underlying educational

development activities is that the most direct and efficient ways to raise instructional

quality is to improve the content knowledge and pedagogical expertise of teachers

through increased levels of pre-service and in-service training" (Chapman, Chen, &

Postiglione, 2000, p. 300).

Improving teaching quality is the key component to developing minority

education and thus, the Chinese government has paid much attention to the training of

teachers. In 2002, the State Council made important policies to improve minority

education. In these policies, training teachers is taken as one of the major tasks. They

indicate that the Chinese govemment should devote major efforts to strengthen the

cultivation of a teaching force, which would be recognized as an important work to

develop minority education. The allocation of educational funds should meet the need to

cultivate the teaching force. In minority areas and the westem under-developed regions of

China, the most important task is to foster and train bilingual teachers and build a

qualified bilingual teaching force. The teacher preparation and in-service programs for

teachers should be further improved in order to upgrade instructional and research

qualities of teachers in normal universities and schools, as well as teacher training centers
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in different counties. At the same time, the modem media of distance education should be

promoted in order to raise the quality and effrciency of continuing education. Moreover,

training of school principals should be reinforced in order to raise the level of school

administration in minority areas.

The source of prospective teachers should be opened wide in order to encourage

the university graduates who do not attend teacher preparation programs or who graduate

from such programs in eastem and central parts of China to teach in minority areas or the

westem regions. Certain special measures should be adopted to enrol the students who

are willing to go back to teach in minority areas after graduation and to further foster

teachers for different levels and kinds of schools, who are willing to teach and stay in

agricultural and pastoral areas, high and cold areas, mountainous areas, and border areas.

Teachers should be encouraged to attend various types of academic training to raise the

levels of their academic credentials and degrees. The traditional practice of honouring

teachers and revering education should be promoted in all society; their stature should be

raised by increasing their salaries and improving their teaching and living conditions

(State Council, 2002, p.9).

Since this policy was introduced, the govemment's policy on training teachers has

been implemented in the whole country. In Yunnan, under this policy, the provincial

govemment documented a Program of Action on Promoting Basic Education in Yunnan,

by the Yunnan Committee of the Communist Party of China and the govemment of

Yunnan (2002). It stresses that the govemment "will strengthen and improve teacher

education and further reform the personnel system of primary and secondary schools in

an effort to raise the overall qualities of teachers. . .." þ. 14). The goal of training teachers
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in Yunnan is to prepare adequate qualified and much-needed teachers who are familiar

with local minority people, situations, and languages. These teachers are to be trained

according to the special and existing situations in minority areas.

In Yunnan, there are a normal university, six teacher colleges, and five secondary

normal schools to train pre-service and in-service teachers at different levels. Yururan

Normal University, located in Kunming, the capital city of Yunnan province, is a key

university for pre-service teacher training and is also the training center for in-service

teachers. It has twenty-three colleges and five educational research centers, with about

16,000 students and 1,102 teachers. It enrols graduates of senior high schools, provides a

pre-service training of 4 years and prepares teachers mainly for senior high schools in

Yunnan. Teacher colleges are set up in different counties for preparing teachers in local

areas. They enrol graduates from senior secondary schools and offer 2-3 years of pre-

service training for junior high school teachers. The secondary normal schools enrol

graduates from junior high schools, and provide 3-4 years of pre-service training for

primary school teachers. Students in all these different levels ofpre-service training have

most of their tuition, room, and board paid for by the two levels of govemment and they

are all encouraged to teach in their hometown or minority areas after graduation,

The teacher preparatioa cuniculum in Yunnan emphasizes some practical

knowledge. However, balance is achieved by including both educational theory and

practical methods appropriate for the local situation. Chapman, Chen, & Postiglione

(2002) state that "pre-service training in most countries is intended both to strengthen

teachers' knowledge ofcontent and alter teachers' pedagogical practices in ways that lead

to better teaching. This improved content knowledge and practice, in tum, will
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presumably lead to greater student leaming". However, the goal of teacher training in

Yururan does not aim only to improve the teachers' professional proficiency and teaching

skills, but also to prepare them to teach in minority areas. The provincial goverrunent

pays more âttention to political education (ethical or moral education) than knowledge of

content and teaching methodology at both the pre-service and in-service levels. Political

education is always given the most emphasis. It seeks to develop pre-service and in-

service teachers who have a positive attitude towards minority education, political and

cross-cultural awareness, and the intention to devote themselves to minority education.

Respect for teachers and their involvement in decision-making are stressed.

As Banks (1994) argues, "School reforms will succeed only if we treat teachers in

ways that we have long admonished them to treat their students. We must have high

expectations for teachers, involve them genuinely in decision-making, stop teacher

bashing, and treat teachers in a caring and humane way. Only when teachers feel

empowered and honoured will they have the will and ability to treat students that society

has victimized with respect and caring" (p. 39). Teachers have to be trained to develop

love and responsibility for minority students and to be empowered with positive

perspectives on minority education. The training of teachers in political education is to

help teachers recognize and understand that minority education is for all students and to

let students understand the diverse cultures in society, including the students' culture, as

well as the mainstream cultures shared by all ethnic peoples.

Teachers should be the models for students. If teachers have positive values

towards their students and show their respect for diverse cultures, students would get the

message from them, which might affirm their valuation of their own culture, in addition



to developing their positive perspective on it. Teacher attitudes would affect student

judgements on different matters. So teacher modeling is very important. To train teachers

is to train all students.

In teaching, the teachers' attitudes toward students are very important, and their

views on diversity of ethnic groups will affect directly the academic achievements of

minority students. In teacher training, there are courses to leam perspectives on ethnic

groups in China, the govemment's policies on ethnic groups, and related educational

laws. Pre-service teachers leam to understand that every student is equal and that no

discrimination among minority students in class is justified. The minority culture is as

important as the mainstream culture. Teachers also have a course on educationaL

psychology and leam to understand some specific issues of minority students, Most ofthe

minority students have already developed the values oftheir own culture and the abilities

of judgement before they attend schools. For example, Yi students would believe that

equality is the principle ofjustice, while Miao students would think that both obeying and

equality are the principles of justice (Ding, 1997). For teaching these students, pre-

service teachers should be trained to know the importance in teaching for supporting

every minority student in self-esteem, self-respect, and self-effort to improve himself.

In training teachers, some subjects and the curriculum are adjusted to meet the

needs ofpre-service and in-service teachers in minority areas. Bilingual training is one of

the most important courses for them. These teachers are required to study the minority

language as well as Han Chinese. Languages involve social attitudes, cultures, and

feelings of ethnic affiliation. Views on the value of the other languages will affect

minority students in leaming any language and they will fi.lrther affect their academic
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achievements. In order to help minority students to be successful in schools, the teachers

themselves have to equip themselves with Han language and the languages and cultural

backgrounds of their students.

Pre-service and in-service teachers in minority areas also need to learn other

subjects according to the standard curriculum, of which some subjects are relevant to

local interest and situation. They should have knowledge and skills related to motivation,

teaching methods, analysis of teaching materials, physical education, music, dance, and

drawing in order to become experts not only in one area but knowledgeable in many. The

reality is that, in some minority mountain areas, schools are rare, teachers are few, and

students are scattered, so the teachers are expected to be able to teach more than one

subject in schools. According to statistics, there are 12,676 teachers in Yun¡an¡ who are

teaching in "teaching points", that is, one school with only one teacher for a good number

of students of different grade levels (Yunnan Educational Committee, 2004).

The normal university, colleges, and secondary normal schools in Yunnan have

made great efforts to train teachers at all levels to serve ethnic minority regions. They are

encouraged to recruit minority students in minority areas, who are familiar with their own

people, language, and culture, and to equip them with adequate professional proficiency

and teaching skills for teaching minority students. After graduation, these students are

expected to go back to their hometowns or other minority areas to teach their own people.

There are also some long- and short-term teacher training programs in progress in

Yunnan. According to the govemment's policy of matching aid and assistance, the

economically developed cities will be encouraged to help the development ofthe westem

regions and poverty-stricken areas in China, Shanghai is the city that provides aid and
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assistance to help the development of Yunnan province. With the help of Shanghai

Municipality, three teacher training centres have been set up in three different prefectures

in Yunnan and twenty-one terms of training of teachers have been completed. These

centers help to foster a lot of qualified teachers in minority areas in the province. Some

minority school principals and teachers are also selected to be sent to Shanghai every

year to reÍÌesh their knowledge in order to upgrade their political and professional

qualifications (Luo, 2004, p. 6).

Now, the provincial government has started a training program to foster the

primary and secondary teachers' comprehensive qualifications in eighty minority

poverty-stricken counties in Yunnan. The implementation of this training program is

recognized as an effort to fulfill or achieve educational goals and as the responsibility of

all prefectures, municipalities, and counties in the province. About 100,000 teachers have

been trained (ibid, p. 6). Teacher comprehensive qualities qualifications are important in

teaching because teachers are needed to develop academic knowledge, skills, and positive

attitudes towards minority students in order to teach successfully and helpfully. They

must leam to acknowledge the diverse cultures in the schools and promote equal

opportunity for these students. Teachers should be responsible for helping students

acquire knowledge, developing the concept of social context, and preparing them to

contribute to society in general.

As a result of the efforts of the government and teachers themselves, teacher

training has achieved a great deal in Yururan. According to Yunnan educational statistics,

the rate of qualified academic credentials in Yunnan for primary school teachers is

94.37%, for junior high school teachers 9234%, and for senior high school teachers



75.82%, compared to 97.85%;o for primary school teachers, 91.98% for junior high school

teachers, and75.7l%o for senior high school teachers, respectively, in the whole of China

(Yunnan Educational Committee, 2004, p. 19). Table 4.3 shows the numbers of teachers

now in different levels of schools in Yunnan province.

Table 4.3 Teachers in Schools at All Levels in Yunnan Province

Levels of Schools Numbers ofteachers

Universities 13,658

Colleges t6,260

Senior High Schools 2t,497

Junior High School 99,239

Primary Schools 221.s89

Preschool Education ts,279

Source:Yunnan Education Committee, (2003, pp. 13-16),Yunnan 2003 Educational
Undertaking Statistic Record Book.

C. Outcomes

The minority educâtional programs initiated by the different levels of the Chinese

government to promote minority education were reviewed in the above sections. This

section will examine the outcomes of minority education promoted and supported by the

govemment. The examination of the outcomes will examine not only to what extent the

government facilitates and establishes programs on minority education to promote equal

educational opportunities for all minority students but also to what extent it fosters and

equips them to function well in society.



The Chinese govemment has always endeavoured to promote equal rights for all

ethnic minority groups, specifically, equal access to education for minority students.

Article 37 ofthe Law on Regional National Autonomy (1984) stipulates that:

The organs of self-govemment in areas of national autonomy shall

autonomously develop ethnic education, eliminate illiteracy, establish and

administer schools of various categories, universalize elementary compulsory

education, develop secondaly education, as well as establish and administer

ethnic normal schools, ethnic secondary professional schools, eth¡ic vocational

schools, and eth¡ic institutes, and cultivate all kinds of ethnic minority

professional talent.

In accordance with the law, the provincial government has adopted a series of

special policies and measures in order to promote more equal educational opportunities

for all minority students. Consequently, a minority educational system, including basic

education, vocational education, adult education, and higher education has been set up

based on the specific situation (or needs) and conditions of Yunnan. By 2004, the

province has developed one university, two secondary specialized schools for minority

groups, thee secondary normal schools, and 41 primary and secondary schools for

minority groups administrated by the province; ten special schools for training minority

cadres; and 4,569 semi-boarding primary schools specifically for minority students from

grade three to grade six. Originally there were 11 secondary normal schools for minority

students with an independent administration, but the administration has recently merged

these into three units because a more centralized administration is more efficient, All
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these schools create more opportunities for minority students to access educational

institutions (Luo, 2004, p. 3).

The school system for minority students in Yunnan has had to be adjusted to meet

the needs of local minority students. Boarding and semi-boarding schools have been

enlarged with 300,000 minority students now. During the years 1996-2000, the provincial

govemment allocated 48,150,000 RMB to set up or enlarge 99 boarding schools for

primary students Íìom grade one to grade six and 173 boarding schools for primary

students from grade one to grade three. The government also allocated 20,000,000 RMB

to set up Yunnan Minority High School and the Mino¡ity Section of the High School

attached to Yunan Normal University. Since the year 2000, the govemment has allocated

36,000,000 RMB each year to increase the subsidy for the boarding students (iåld).

Bilingual teaching has been recognized as a very important program in improving

minority education. The adoption of bilingual teaching is not only beneficial to canying

on and further developing minority languages and cultures, but also in promoting two-

way exchanges between minority groups and mainstream society and in improving co-

operation among diverse ethnic groups. In recent decades, the provincial govemment in

Yunnan has strengthened and promoted bilingual teaching in primary schools in minority

areas, and has done a lot of work on adjusting the relationship between minority

languages and Han Chinese in instructional media by compiling bilingual textbooks and

training bilingual teachers. Bilingual teaching has been adopted in Yuman with 2l

minority languages of 14 minority groups in schools. In Yunnan, 536,392 minority

students are enrolled in bilingual education in schools at different levels, representing

1l%o ott of 4,509,307 total Yunnan students at schools in the year 2002. Bilingual
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teachers in Yunnan repre senf 22.4V0 ottt of 222,855 provincial primary teachers (Minority

Education Department of Yunnan Educational Committee, 2003,p.2).

Teacher training programs have made a positive contribution to minority

education in Yunnan, too. Teacher training and training of principals have been

developed steadily in order to improve overall competencies. Teacher training programs

have been designed to prepare teachers to have positive attitudes towards minority

students and develop academic knowledge and skills to meet the needs of specific

minority groups.

The govemment has also enhanced efforts to offer equal access for minority

students to higher education. According to Article 65 of the 1984 Law on Regional

National Autonomy:

State organs at higher levels shall help national autonomous areas speed up the

development of education and raise the scientific and cultural levels ofthe people

of local nationalities.

The state shall set up institutes of nationalities and, in other institutions

of higher education, nationality-oriented classes and preparatory classes that enrol

only students Íìom minority nationalities. Preferred en¡olment and prefened

assignment ofjobs may also be introduced. In enrolment, institutions of higher

education and secondary technical schools shall appropriately set lower standards

and requirements for the admission of students from minority nationalities

(Legislative Affairs Commission, 1987, pp. 87-101).

Under this national law, Yunnan University of the Nationalities has the mission to

promote higher education for minority groups. The university is located in Kunming, the
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capital city of Yunnan. It is a comprehensive university with seventeen colleges and two

departments for the 25 minority ethnic groups in Yun¡ran. By 2003 there were 6,784

students, of whom 7 5%ä were from minority communities, and 464 teachers.

There are preferential admission policies and preferential funding for minority

students to study at the university. These preferential policies provide minority students

with the privilege to attend the university. If minority applicants apply for admission to

this university, 10-30 points are automatically added to their total scores on the national

entrance examination, Some minority students who are from the groups with less

population and living in remote mountainous regions would receive the higher 30 points,

others might receive 10 points. The principle followed to implement preferential policies

in admission is that, all qualifications (mainly national entrance examination scores)

being similar between minority students and Han students, the minority students are

accepted ahead of Han students, but minority students who are from border areas and

poverty-stricken mountainous areas are given greater priority, as are the minority students

who are from the minority groups with less population (Yururan University of the

Nationalities, 2005).

In this university, there is also a one-year program for remedial education for

some minority students whose total scores do not reach the requirement of the national

entrance examination. They are offered the chance to have one-year preparatory courses

before beginning the regular four-year curriculum. The preferential admission for this

program is applied mainly to 14 minority groups living in the remote areas, such as the

Hani, Tibetans, Wa, Miao, Lisu, Jingpo, Deang, Achang, Mu, Jinuo, Bulang, Lahu, Pumi,

andDdulong (ibid).
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In the university, minority students are taught diverse cultures, languages,

knowiedge, and skills to empower them to be successful in society. According to

university statistics, 85% of graduates are now working in minority areas in Yuman

province (ibid).

Other universities in Yunnan also have preferential policies to recruit minority

students and intent to promote equal opportunity for minority students to go to university.

Since 2000, Yunnan Agricultural University and Yunnan A_rchitectural Engineering

Secondary Specialized School have started a special class only for minority students.

There are fifty minority students in each class. The expenses for starting the classes and

extra allowances for living expenses have been paid by the provincial financial

department. Now, the number of university students from minority groups in Yunnan has

increased from 356 in 1957 to 37,400 in 2003, representing 21.26% of the total number

ofuniversity students in the province (Luo, 2004).

The implementation of the minority educational policies has had a great effect on

enrolment and retention at schools, The enrolment rate of the school-age minority

students is remarkable, with 98.66% students of eligible school-age in schools in Yururan.

Aboul 2,492,100 minority students are studying in the schools at different levels,

representing 33.9% of the total number of all students in schools in Yunnan. Some

minority groups, which once had no written languages and schools, have their own

university students and even doctoral students now (Xia & Xiao,2002. p. 1). The

numbers of school-age minority students in primary and secondary schools has increased

from 277,700 in 1952 to 2,183,500 in 2003, representing 34.15%o of total students in

primary and secondary schools. Girls attend school now. By 2003, about 1,864,992
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female students were enrolled in primary schools, making up 95.89% of the total

population of the 1,944,889 school-age females in Yunnan (Yunnan Educational

Committee, 2003, p. 27).

By the end of2003, about 78 counties in the minority autonomous prefectures in

Yunnan had already achieved the goal of "universalizing 6 years of compulsory

education". The other 58 counties had made greater stride and achieved the goal of

"universalizing 9 years of compulsory education," representing 7 5%o of the total school-

aged population. The other 71 counties have nearly eliminated illiteracy among young

and middle-aged adults (Luo, 2004).

The development of minority education in Yun¡an intends to promote equal

opportunities for minority people to access education and help them to become successful

in society. Some minority groups have benefited from it and developed the knowledge

they need in order to help the progress of their own group. It is their efforts and success

that promote the blooming of diverse cultures and the development of minority groups in

Yun¡an. For example, one ofthe minority groups, the Naxi group, has benefited from the

policy and implementation of minority education. The Naxi group is not a large minority

group with a population in 1998 of 291,150 representing 2.2To of the total minority

population in Yun¡¡ran province (Yunnan Govemment, 2003). Atl the people in this

group welcome and accept state education, though they insist on keeping their culture and

language in their homes. In Dayan Ancient Town, the center town of the group, 80% of

the Naxi people speak their mother tongue, but this does not hinder them from sending

their children to leam Han Chinese and all the required subjects at schools with the



financial support of the govemment. As they leam to read and write, they also leam to

understand their equal rights and their identity both as Naxi people and as Chinese.

The former govemor of Yunnan, He Zhiqiang, was from the Naxi group. He is an

example of a successful minority student. After he became govemor, he devoted himself

to promoting minority education and to the development ofdiverse cultures of all groups.

With his support, the Dongba culture of the Naxi group has flourished again, He helped

to bring about the successful application to the World Heritage Fund for Naxi culture,

which asked for the world's protection of their historical and cultural legacy. Since then,

Lijing, the home ofthe Naxi people, and the Dongba culture ofNaxi groups have become

famous. Every year, there are a lot ofpeople from all over the world who visit Lijing and

the flourishing of tourism has helped the local economy. What He Zhiqiang has done

facilitates the understanding of diverse cultural groups and helps the development of the

varied cultures of minority people. This does not mean that you must be a minority

member before you can introduce your culture to others, but if you are a minority and

intellectual and you know more about your culture, then you can do more for your people

and culture. This illustrates that minority education promotes the equal opportunities for

all ethnic people, enhances eth¡ic identity, and improves the development of diverse

cultures.

Most minority groups benefit from minority education. The Bai people learn Han

Chinese and develop their own culture, too. Professo¡ Ma Yao, former Chancellor of

Yunnan University of the Nationalities, is a famous scholar in China. He is good at both

Bai and Han cultures and has devoted his whole life to developing minority education.
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Prominent individuals show the outside world how education is helping

minorities, but they represent a far larger number of students who are not in the spotlight.

However, not all minority groups favour the system of minority education offered

by the govemment. In Dai autonomous prefecture in Xisuanbanna, some Dai hold the Dai

values and believe in the traditional Dai Buddhist education of monks. "For example,

some Dai parents are used to follow the tradition and send their boys to monastery to

leam the Dai language" (Yunnan Educational Committee,2003, p. 6). For some of them,

the state education might separate them from their religion and culture, and they are not

sure they can still maintain their own language and culture in state schools. They are

afraid that if they want to find success in the state schools, they have to discard their

culture and religion and assimilate with Han people. They don't have confidence that

they will keep both if they send their children to state schools. Perhaps it will take some

time for them to have confidence that both state schools and religious education are good

for their children.

Nevertheless, "with the development of minority education, the economics and

society of minority groups have rapidly developed and the quality of minority groups has

obviously been raised. The development of minority education has promoted the stability

of borders, enhanced the unity of all minority groups, and speeded up the socialist

modemization" (Luo, 2004, p. 2). Overall outcomes reveal that the government has made

great efforts to improve minority education, that the educational programs have a positive

influence on minority education, and that minority education has been largely successful

in Yun¡an province. Much remains to be done, but progress is evident. As Postiglione

(1999) comments on minority education in China: "Although the provision of education



for ethnic minorities at all levels has been increasing, most minorities are below the

national average at all levels; this is especially the case with minority women.

Nevertheless, national policies have attempted to correct this situation and have met with

varying levels of success" þ. 10). Obviously, the outcomes of minority education show

that minority education is not yet complete, but it is making progress.
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CHAPTER X'OUR: CONCLUSION

This research has studied multicultural education from a Chinese perspective. It

has examined the policies and implementation of minority education in Yurman province

ofChina, specifically focusing on funding, programs, and outcomes. It has explained how

minority education has been defined, operationally conceived, and implemented. As a

backdrop, it has also reviewed the conceptions, policies, and implementation of

multicultural education in Canada, especially in Manitoba, as well as the perspectives of

some westem scholars on multiculturalism and multicultural education, like Magsino,

Young, Banks, and Sleeter and Grant. The Chinese scholars'views on, and the Chinese

govemment's efforts to provide for, minority education are also examined. This

examination has shown that the Chinese govemment has paid great attention, made great

efforts, and achieved remarkable results in the area of minority education. However, there

is still room for the Chinese government to improve and more research on minority

education might be needed to help the Chinese government to improve it,

The Chinese government has achieved much in minority education since 1949

and it is still working hard to promote and develop it. lt 2002, the State Council made a

decision on "Making Further Reform and Expediting Development of Minority

Education". This decision stipulated the goals and tasks to improve minority education

within the time fiom the "Tenth Five-year Plan" (2001-2005) to 2010. During the period

of the "Tenth Five-year Plan", the nationalities' autonomous prefectures will strengthen

the "Two Basic Education" program (first, to universalize nine years of compulsory

education and, second, to eliminate illiteracy among young and middle-aged adults). In

addition, they will universalize six years of primary compulsory education in 95%o of
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minority areas. Minority education for students living in scattered and mixed areas will

be guaranteed priority for development, or they will have development at least equal to

that of local state education. The govemment also intends to increase the attendance of

senior high students markedly. By 2010, minority areas will comprehensively complete

the "Two Basic Education" program, improve conditions for managing schools, and form

a better minority educational system with distinctively Chinese features. They will also

establish the infrastructure for 21st century information technology and modemization,

and will foster enthusiasm and vitality in pursuing minority education (State Council,

2002).

Developments in minority education in China confirm to the country's over-all

societal goals and demonstrate its effort to catch up with the educational development

trends in developed countries. Govemment policies seek to take into account cultures of

all ethnic groups and to offer every possibility for minority people to receive basic

education and to benefit them in society.

This research has shown that efforts to pursue multicultural education in Canada

are echoed by govemment efforts in the area of minority education in China.

Multicultural education in Canada and minority education in China have the same goal in

seeking equality, cultural retention, and cultural accommodation in education. Those who

advocate multicultural education hope to solve the problem of inequality, injustice, and

discrimination against different groups through education. Minority education examined

in the previous chapter suggests that the Chinese government has been trying hard to

improve minority education by creating equal access to education for all minority groups.

It supports their retention of their identities, and the opportunity to communicate and
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interact through various programs in minority education, such as bilingual education,

boarding schools, "the th¡ee free charges of education" (no charge for study materials, no

charge for text books and no charge for miscellaneous fees), as well as the special

admission policies in the educational system. It empowers and encourages minority

students to be successful in schools through minority educational policies and

implementation.

This research offers some insights into Chinese minority education and Canadian

multiculturalism and multicultural education.

1) On certain points, multiculturalism agrees with the ideal of Confucianism. In

ancient China, there was a great thinker, educator, philosopher, and great sage -
Confucius. He taught about five virn¡es: "R¿n": benevolence, charity, humanity, love, and

kindness; "Yi": righl conduct, morality, duty to one's neighbor, and righteousness; "Zi":

profit, gain, and advantage; 'Zi": propriety, good manners, politeness, ceremony, and

worship: and, "Xiao"'. to honor one's parents and filial piety. He argued that "The superior

man understands righteousness; the inferior man understands profit only" (Li. Zhiling &.

Pan Lili, 2000, p.24). He lived in a time of social and moral chaos. Common values were

rejected and disregarded. He saw the difference between the disunity and lack of

harmony in society as opposed to the harmony and orderliness of nature. His lifeJong

aspiration was to reform the government and to restore a primary set ofvalues and norms

through educating people to believe in"Ren" and "Yi". He attempted to foster "Junzí" (a

man of virhre) with self-respect, generosity, sincerity, persistence, and benevolence in

order to bring public order to society, to restore moral cultivation, and to save people

from suffering. He taught students from different backgrounds and was the first person to
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promote education for everyone in China, from the aristocracy to the common people. He

believed that "In education there should be no class distinction" (ibid, p.55). He believed

that the world could be peaceful, just, and harmonious if all men would live by the

principles of 'Zj" and " Ren" and strive to attain the character of the true"Junzi".

Sleeter and Grant (1988) upheld the ideal of extending "the Multicultural

Education approach into the realm of social action and focus at least as much on

challenging social stratification as on celebrating human diversity and equal opportunity"

(p. 28). Their concept of this goal is to prepare students to reconstruct society in order to

promote equal opportunity for all diverse groups. In this way multicultural education

does not only address cultural pluralism and equality but also addresses social justice, It

involves preparing students to kno\ry society today and in the future; encouraging students

to take steps to eliminate poverty and political powerlessness, and to reconstruct society;

thus equipping students to change their society effectively.

There are similar goals for Confucianism and multiculturalism in addressing

equality and harmony through education. They have the same orientation towards solving

social problems by changing the ideologies of people. Both Confucianism and

multiculturalism seek to transform the unequal, discriminative society through

understanding, loving, and tolerating others and through aiming to change the status quo

into a peaceful society for all the people.

2) Minority education in China has similar goals as the multicultural education

advocated by Magsino (1989). Magsino prefers the conception of multicultural education

as cultural accommodation. He stresses that multicultural education should be related to

the promotion of cultural retention, cultural sharing, mutual respect, and equality. Under



this concept, multicultural education promotes national unity and social harmony,

promotes equal power, recognizes cultural dignity, and fosters citizens who will be

successful in their future.

Multicultural education as cultural accommodation seeks what minority education

in China seeks, too. In China, the Chinese government has been trying to build an equal

society for diverse eth¡ic groups. "The founding of the People's Republic of China

opened up a new era in which all ethnic groups in China enjoy equality, unity, and mutual

aid. In the big, united family of ethnic groups in the People's Republic of China, the

people of all ethnic groups unite oftheir own accord for mutual promotion and common

development and dedicate themselves to the building of a strong, prosperous, democratic

and civilized New China" (Information Office of the State Council ofPRC, 2000, p. 1).

They do this because they are linked on the basis of equality of all rights. The aims of

minority education in China are to propagate diverse ethnic cultural heritages, to

strenglhen the cultural exchange among ethnic groups, to promote common economic

development and common advancement in culture of the multi-ethnic family, to respect,

be equal, be friendly and harmonious in politics, and to finally realize the unity of all

ethnic groups (Mao, 1997, p. 30).

This research points to some ideal predictions for the future of minority education

in China. Anthropologists Lave and Wenger (1991) argue that "Learning, thinking and

knowing are relations among people in activity in, with, and arising from the socially and

culturally structured world" (p. 5l). The result of my research has been a positive process

for developing my ideology. It has changed my thinking and perspectives; certainly, it

has also developed my understanding of minority education in Yunnan province and
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China and has fostered my academic proficiency on minority education. From this

research, I have come to understand better that the Chinese govemment has made a great

effort to develop minority education in China. It has allocated a lot of funds, made and

adjusted educational policies, and improved the implementation with various educational

programs to promote minority education. However, I believe there is still room for

fuilher work.

Hopefully there will be more educational institutions offered for minority groups

so that they will enjoy the fullest equal access to education they desire. In ancient China,

there was another school ofthought -Taoism. Taoism strives for balance in the world and

considers that the world should be kept as it is in nature. It holds that the Confucian idea

of changing inequality through Ren and love is insufficient. For Taoism, the action of

adopting Ren æd love is misplaced and it destroys the balance of nature. If people want

to change something, they impose their will on others. So, the best way is to keep the

original way (Ding Gang, 2002,p.77). The founder of Taoism, Laozi, advocated"wuwei

er zhi" which is the concept of nonaction. It means to govem by noninterference. In

Taoism, there is a notion: "Do nothing and every thing is done" (A Chinese and English

Dictionary, 1997, p 1309). At the political level, Laozi condemns aggressive measures

such as war (ch. 30), cruel punishment (ch. 74), and heavy taxation (75), which reflect

only the ruler's own desire for wealth and power. If the ruler could ¡id himself of desire,

according to Laozi, the world would be at peace of its own accord (chs. 37, 57).

The Chinese government has an aspiration to develop minority education to

improve the over-all develoment of minority groups in China. The best way to do it, with

the enlightnment of the ideal of Laozi, might be for the Chinese govemment to have all



kinds of educational systems available for minority groups to freely choose the

educational system they prefer, not only state education. There might be multi-education

institutions, such as family education, traditional education, religious education, and state

education. The minority people would be respected and allowed to choose their own

educational system. For example, the Naxi people, who for a long time have benefited

from state education, find that the state education does not hinder them but helps them to

obtain their identity and develop their culture. The Dai people, on the other hand, prefer

monastic education. The religious life is more important to them. The value they place on

education is a little bit different from that held by other groups. For a long time, they

have been living with their own education system and surviving. If they do not want

change, why should they be pushed? In fact, one ofthe aims of education is to let people

live a happy and satisfying life in the world. If they think they are happy, why should

they make any changes?

Moreover, there should be a conscious recognition that there is no perfect

educational noÍn for everyone, and that there are altemative ways of doing things.

Different people have their own judgements in looking at different education systems. In

China, state education may not be the best one in the eyes of different ethnic groups.

They might find that their cultures and religions are not conside¡ed and valued, and thus

might put up resistance, consciously and unconsciously. That is why some minority

students may not have the best results in their study in state schools. According to Harrell

& Ma (1999) "If members of a minority hold the view that they can use education to

achieve success, they devise ways to surmount the obstacles posed by cultural

divergences. If they hold, on the other hand, that the education system will merely strip



them of their own culture or identity without giving them equal opportunity in the wider

society, they will respond with resistance" G,.214). Only when students perceive that

they are being taught what they want and need, can they be successful. If they think state

education encourages them to leam modem science, for example, which could be useful

and helpful to them, they would be willing to leam. The leaming process and outcomes

would be satisfactory. The government would then not have to wony about the academic

achievements of minority students any more. That might be the most effective way to

improve low en¡olment and high dropout rates in minority schools.

Minority education in China should be for all people and should pursue the idea

that multicultural education broadens the mind to enable each citizen to tolerate, respect,

and admire other cultures. Minority education in China needs to fulfil the function of

transmitting both mainstream culture and minority cultures. It should educate all students,

including mainstream students and minority students. There are many cornmon

characteristics rooted in the hearts of human beings, but the values and actions of

different people are different. The most important goal is not that everyone should be the

same, but that people should leam to live with and tolerate other people. Diversity is the

source of human development. Society cannot make progress if all cultures are all the

same. Thus the curriculum of minority education should be drawn from mainstream and

minority cultures. Minority students should not leam only their own cultures, but also

mainstream cultures in order to foster their adaptive abilities and fully function in the

mainstream society. Mainstream students will get to know and understand minority

cultures. They will also gain knowledge of their own cultwe to enhance their own self-

esteem and to share their culture with others in order to increase the awareness of ethnic
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equality and the unity of the country. Curriculum could be augmented to include

education about minority cultures for mainstream students so that the process oftolerance

and accomodation can be fostered on both sides ofthe multicultural system.

This research has given me confidence in minority education in China. Equality,

unity, mutual assistance, and common prosperity are the basic principles of the Chinese

govemment, which motivate it in attempting to improve the relationship among all ethnic

groups in China. In the country, with the exception of a Korean group, a Russian group

and some few other groups who moved to China gradually in the past two or thtee

hundred years, most minority groups have mingled with other groups during its long

history. They have realized that they share a common country and common history,

though they have developed as different groups with different cultures. This common tie

has bound all ethnic groups in China closely together. This unity helps and supports the

development of minority education in the country (Rong, 1999, p. 3).

In accordance with its basic principles, minority education has been practiced and

deveioped with some success in the whole of China. Minority education has a long-term

aim of creating and improving equal opporhrnities for all students regardless of their

diverse backgrounds. It will help all students to acquire knowledge and skills, to develop

positive attitudes towards different cultures, and to prepare all students to function well in

society.

Multicultural education as education for cultural accommodation is a valuable

theoretical framewo¡k for hastening to improve the development of minority education in

China, Leaming to understand multicultural education helps to understand, to open our

minds, to develop new and broader perspectives, and to develop positive attitudes



towards minority education in China. The concepts, environments, and subjects of

multicultural education in Canada and minority education in China are not quite the

same, but they share the same goal: to promote equal access to education for all diverse

students, to equip them with high quality education, to empower positive attitudes

towards their own culture and other cultures, to equip them to be successful in life, and to

to enable them to function effectively in society. Multicultural education and minority

education both seek a united, equal, just, peaceful, and harmonious world for all people

through education.
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